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Burial Tomorrow
Survival Faire organizers are urging
students to become involved in the
symholic burial of the Maverick Oda
Friday at noon. Students who would
like to help bury the ear should bring
a shovel for the
march and funeral.
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Anti-Burial Motion
Rejected by Council

Reagan Hits
Auto Burial:
’Silly Idea’
By CRAIG TURNER
Daily Assistant Editor
Gov. Reagan is the latest opponent
of Survival Faire’s Great Car Burial.
"Isn’t that the silliest thing you ever
heard of?" the governor was reported
to have said when informed of plans
to put a 1970 Ford Maverick six feet
under tomorrow.
"We can fight smog better than
burying it," he said.
"Now that’s something, Reagan joining in a coalition with the SDS,"
laughed Faire public relations director
Jim Paxton.
SJS Radicals have joined with A.S.
Council, the Concerned Conservationists Church, and several individual students in opposing the burial.
Survival Faire organizers, however,
have repeatedly announeed they will
carry out their plan of a dramatic
funeral at noon tomorrow.
The new car is being buried to symbolize the need for smog-free transportation, Faire operators contend.
A petition opposing the burial had
drawn over 950 signatures by late
yesterday.
Faire organizers, however, claimed to
have sold over 1,200 one dollar shares
in the Maverick.
"Let them ask for money with their
signatures, and see how many they
get," responded Dr. John Sperling, professor of the Humanities 160 class that
is sponsoring Faire.
The presentation of film festival
awards at 7 p.m. will highlight today’s
Faire activities. Awards of excellence
will be issued for the poetry contest,
also. Winning films will be shown, and
top poems read.
Teatro Urbano (Urban Theater) will
give a performance at 12:30 p.m.
A 10:30 a.m. panel on air pollution
will feature Dr. David Mage, chemical
engineering, SJS; Dr. Robert G. Larson, Shell Oil Co.; Milton Feldstein,
Bay Area Pollution Control District;
Richard Meade, Air Control Associates,
and Dr. Wesley Weathers, UCLA.
Dr. Sperling will lead a discussion of
the "Political Economy of Survival,"
at 8 p.m. Panelists include Dr. Lovell
Jarvis, 1.1.C. Berkeley; Dr, Pierre
Noyes, Stanford University; Dr. James
O’Connor, SJS; and Barry Weisberg,
from the Bay Area Institute, San Francisco.
Workshops are scheduled at 9:30 p.m.
Films and exhibits will continue
throughout the day.
Crowds were large at the Faire yesterday as several area high schools sent
bus loads of students to SJS.

First Schedules Here
For Summer Classes
A preliminary schedule of the 1970
summer session is now available to students at the Educational Service office,
ADM 143, Spartan Bookstore and the
Library.
The official summer schedule will
appear in the 1970 summer sessions
catalog, which will be available in
April.

By RENEE BAYER
Daily Political Writer
A motion to peacefully prevent the
burying of the 1970 Survival Car was
voted down by A.S. Council at yesterday’s meeting.
It was resolved to peacefully prevent
the burial of this car by the Meta Human Geography, Intercollegiate Lobby,
Conservation Forum, Radical Audial
Visual Experiment, Students Against
Pollution, San Jose Medical ’Legal Defense Committee and Concerned Conservationists Church.
It was revealed by chairman John
Men, who bought a share in the car,
that a meeting was held yesterday in
Acting President Hobert Burns’ office
concerning the fate of the car. It was
decided at that meeting that pro and
con burial advocates will be given a
chance to voice their opinions Friday
at the proposed burial site. Then, a vote
will be taken from the crowd to decide
if the car will be buried.
Heated debate arose between members of the Humanities 160 class and
student council members concerning the
burial of the new car.

SURVIVAL FAIRE’S HUNGER ROOM
"Dinner" for the family of the future

Survival Faire Hunger Room,
Time Tunnel Hairy Experience
By JOANNE OlOVANNINI
Daily Feature Writer
The sign on the door reads, "One person at a time only." Why? Because
there is only one extra place set at
the dinner table. That place is set for
you.
The wife rests her head on her husband’s shoulder as she gestures for you
to be seated. Their little daughter’s
arms are outstretched, impatient for
the family meal to begin.
But you don’t have time to stay.
A time tunnel transfers you to a
dining room of the future family, a
stark white room whose inhabitants
are uniformly dressed in antiseptic

gowns. They bear a faint resemblance
to the family you just passed -- but
this group is somber and the welcome
somewhat cold and impersonal. There’s
your dinner on the plate, two nutritional pills, chocked full of all the
things your body needs -- but nothing
else!
What happened in the time tunnel?
Man, in order to survive, lost a precious
sense -- the sense of taste.
This experience can be yours merely
by taking the 50-second tour of the
Hunger Room on the third level of the
College Union. This exhibit, designed
by Sam Smith’s Graphic Design 104
class, is perhaps one of the most excel-

lent displays of the Survival Faire.
Committee Chairman John Brant admitt" .l that the two dining rooms and
the tune tunnel took over three weeks
to set up at a cost of about $100 per
room. There were some donations by
such companies as Sears, which supplied the food fit may be plastic but
it looks good enough to eat) and
Penney’s which sent a fine family of
manikins.
If you don’t mind being freaked out
for a few seconds (the time tunnel is
pretty hairy), take a trip through the
Hunger Room and see how your children may feed their families in the
coming years.

Teatro Urbano Promotes
Boycott in Rally Today
Survival Fairs went ethnic yesterday
and will continue in that vein today
with a 12:30 p.m. performance by
Teatro Urbano and rally in support of
the Chicano grape boycott.
Following the rally, individual members of Survival Faire plan to help man
picket lines at Lucky’s Supermarket
on Seventh Street throughout the day.
Yesterday boycott speakers and musicians pleaded in the College Union
Ballroom for support. The use of pesticides by the growers, poisons that
sicken hundreds of workers each year
and apparently pollute the bodies of
consumers were the principal charges

made by the speakers.
To pull a crowd into the almost
empty College Union Ballroom, where
the happening was held, Teatro Urbano,
student theater and musical group,
swung into the corridors and down the
stairs of the cmwded building, singing,
shouting, and strumming their guitars.
They attracted a crowd big enough to
fill the room in two minutes.
Their purpose accomplished, the
group stepped down and let the boycott
leaders speak on grapes, pesticides and
environment.
The speakers seemed to have two
messages.

One WU that eating grapes is bad
for the body because of pesticides.
Patty MacKay from La Leche League
supported this contention. She related
that she had her milk tested before
breast feeding her baby.
"So far every pesticide they’ve tested
for, they’ve found," she said.
The second message was a plea from
the boycotters for support.
Mrs. Frank Rodriguize from United
Farm Workers charged the growers are
spending $4 million on public relations
firms while claiming they cannot afford
better working facilities.

REASONS CITED
Pete Ellis, member of the Humanities
160 class, cited three main reasons for
the burial of the car: (1) If the car
doesn’t die, then we die, since the car
is the main polluter of our environment. (2) It will help to make people
realize what the car means in our
society. It is more than a transportation symbol; it is also a sex symbol,
declared Ellis. That car is new and
shiny; it is a virgin, he added. (3) It
is a start of a boycott of new automobiles. The burial represents the sur-

Politics Plays Big Part in Ecology Crisis
Mass produced appliances, a car for
just shout everyone, and preprepared
packaged foods have been goals for a
long time. "And so in this gratification
we are polluting ourselves out of existence," he added.
The mystique of growth and the
feeling that "somehow more is better"
were Dr. Brooks topics.
McKay pointed out that it is not
only big companies but people who
pollute. He agreed with Dr. Brooks’
comment on growth.
"We seem to feel that with all the
open space begging for attention, the
real target is the orchard," McKay
added.
Mineta said that change is inherent
In most things but "we shouldn’t plan
to avoid change but rather plan for
change which enhances the environment."

Senator Alquist concluded that while
words help to inform people, the real
need is for policy reappraisal and the
adoption of new plans.
The senator said that many people
are in favor of preserving resources
but also fear for their profits.
Total of pavement in this country
would cover the entire state of Kentucky according to Alquist. He wants
to see legislation which would spend
the gas tax for rapid transit rather
than more roads.
McKay told the audience that because of the efforts of students involved in the Survival Faire, the city
is going to sponsor a transit fair so
residents can learn about the possible
alternatives to the automobile. He
added that voters have so far turned
dawn bond issues for transit and low

cost housing plans. "We’ll try again in
June."
There will probably be 200 bills proposed in the state legislature this year
dealing with all aspects of pollution
and ecology according to Crandall.
He cited a proposal by Assemblyman George Minas to create a conservation district for the California
coastlines. Crandall himself is working
on a proposal which would make air
pollution subject to a $6,000 a day fine.
Mineta talked about San Jose’s offords to clean up the South Bay so
that it vould be safe for "water contact sports."
Dr. Brooks said that what is needed
for the cause of ecology is a Politics
which can say ’no’, has imagination,
and can care for all portions of the life
support system. ." a new politics."

vival of life and it is a symbol of what
has to change in this society-, said Ellis.
Lower division representative Jeff
Potts argued that the car burial will
be throwing $2500 down the mudhole.
He said the car will ruin the soil for
the future growth of plants and that
the money should be invested in something more worthwhile, such as feeding)
the poor and hungry or starting an
ecology center on campus.
NATIONAL PUBLICITY
Another student supporting the car
burial said the SJS Survival Fairs
has received a million dollars worth of
national publicity for $2500. The car
burial has had a tremendous impact
across the country, he stated. To help
the poor and hungry, we must first
help ourselves by ridding our environment of pollution, he added.
In other action, council unanimously
approved an allocation of $117.50 for
the Manpower Administration Club’e
proposed Community Park Development.
The park, to be completed sometime
in April, will be located on the East
Side of San Jose between Jackson and
Capitol at the intersection of Story
and Galahad Roads. SJS students Al.
responsible for the planning, securing
donated materials and the actual construction. The idea for the development
of the park originated within the Manpower Administration Club and School
of Business.
Council also unanimously doubled
and approved a $500 request to aid the
Chicano Breakfast Program at Lee
Madsen Jr. High. The $1000 allocation
will help feed 75 to 100 Chicanos and
other needy children every morning.

’Chicago Five’ Convicted;
No Date for Sentencing
Compiled from the Associated Press
Five of the "Chicago Seven" were
convicted yesterday of going to Chicago
to incite riots at the time of the 1968
Democratic convention.
Those five and two fellow defendants
were acquitted, however, of conspiracy
to incite a riot at the convention.
Convicted were David T. Dellinger,
54; Jerry C. Rubin, 31; Thomas E.
Hayden, 30; Abbott "Abbie" Hoffman,
31; and Rennard C. Davis, 29, of crossing state lines to encourage rioting
while making speeches to various rallies
during the convention week.
The other two defendants John R.
Froines, 31, and Lee Weiner, 31, were
found innocent of conspiracy and of
teaching the use of an incendiary device. The government had charged that
the two men had plotted to bomb an
underground park in Grant Park.
U. S. District Court Judge Julius J.
Hoffman did not set a date for sentencing. Those convicted could be sentenced
to a maximum of five years in prison
and fined $10,000. There is no established minimum punishment,
TWO ACQUITTED

By ELLEN BEVIER
Daily Investigative Writer
Government plans and attitudes in
the face of rapidly growing public
interest in preserving and reclaiming
natural resources were discussed Tuesday night in the panel "Politics of
Ecology."
The Survival Faire panel included
State Senator Alfred Alquist (D-I3th
District), Assemblyman Earle Crandall
(R-25th District), San Jose Vice-Mayor
Norman Mineta and Don McKay from
the Metropolitan Associates of San
Jose. Dr. Robin Brooks, SJS associate
professor of History and moderator
Tom Dekleinlans of the Humanities 160
class rounded out the group.
Dr. Crandall began the discussion
pointing out that the sources of pollution "are the gratifications of Mr
aspirations for many years."

Like yeaterday, the ueatherman calls
for fair skies through Friday with
light northerly winds. Sc ttttt frost tomorrow morning after a low tonight
In the mid Ws. The high kids,/
should be in the mid 60’s.
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It was decided that Weiner and
Froines could not be charged with
crossing state lines to go to Chicago because Weiner was a resident of Chicago
and Froines was spending the summer
with his in-laws in Chicago at the time
of the rioting.
The U.S. District Court jury of ten
women and two men returned its verdict shortly after noon following four
days of deliberation.
At the request of the defense the
jury was polled with each of the jurors
affirming the verdict.
Two of the women jurors gave their
verdicts with a quivering voice. Mrs.
Jean Fritz shook throughout the reading of the verdict and when polled was
barely audible. Miss Kay S. Richards,
23, the youngest of the jurors, wavered
and her voice was broken while reaffirming her verdict.
The defense, upon hearing the verdict, asked for freedom of bond but
Judge Hoffman denied the motion saying; "I find the men in this trial too
dangerous to be at large."

U.S. District Attorney Thomas A.
Foran told newsmen after the verdict:
"I think the verdict proves what has
been under attack in this case, that
the system works. Here was a jury that
worked a long time. They found five
defendants guilty and all were found
not guilty of conspiracy. It works both
ways."
HELD FOR CONTEMPT
The five convicted and the two who
were acquitted are being held in the
Cook County, Chicago jail on sentences
ranging from two-and-one-half months
to two-and -one-half years for contempt.
An appeal of the verdict, welch wan
the first legal test of the antiriot provision of the 1968 Civil Rights Act.
will be filed with the U.S. Seventh
Circuit Court of Appeals Thursday,
Strict security Was enforced during
the reading of the verdict. At the
motion of the government the relatives
and friends of the defendants were removed from the court. Newsmen were
allowed to remain in the courtroom.
While she was being removed from
the court Anita Hoffman. Abbott’s
wife, shouted at the judge: "The ten,
the eight original defendants and the
two lawyers, will be avenged. We’ll
dance on your grave."
Outside the courtroom Eubin’s wife,
Nancy, screamed at newsmen and federal marshalls: "My husband is being
sentenced and they won’t let me watch.
Outside the Federal Building demonstrators began spreading through the
downtown area, shortly after the verdict, asking persons to join them at
the Federal Building in protest of the
verdict.

Housing Committee
The Student Housing Committee
hold its next meeting Wed., Feb. 25
at 11:30 a.m, in the College Union’s
Costanoan Room,
In its last meeting the group discussed renter’s rights and scare tactics
used by landlords. Plans are also underway to establish a tenants union on the
SJS campus.
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By HILL LANGAN & JEFF MULLINS
Busier Balloon,
gently patted the
belonging to the
mobile parked in
Street.

Editorial

1984

Coming Soon

THE u Tu.:

The prov erbial 198.1 may arriv ,0001.1. than you tliink.
Tliat body if giiv eminent euphemistically known as the Department of Justice.
through President Nixon. and Si ith the aid of a Con r:-.. -ensitiv e to the national
hysteria 0% r crime. is vontributing to the steady erosion of indiv id Hal freedom in
this country.
Rising crime is a real and definite problem in this country. but many of the
but perpetrate a George Wallace
President’s suggestions ss ill ilut filrille’r
sty le of "Liu and order." that is. selectiv e law and order.
that allows police.
--Item: The senate rerently passed "nuo-knuick"
vs ilk a court order. to break into your 10100. lillannOtineell.
Id be reLest anyone sustwet that the court order is any safeguard. he sl
minded that e% cry iodine chief in this cuitintry has at least one local judge in
his pocket.
Item: The President proposes "preventise detentien." putting suspects in jail
without hail. In effect. this rev erses the "innocent until proven guilty" clause of
the Constitution.
The President out Its gun control friim his crime package. The National
Commission on Violence makes gun control one of its major proposals.
One could expect the fiirst twil ’AVMS to be held unconstitutional. but if Mr.
Item:

\ ’so(I continue,. to nuaninate judicial midgets to the Supreme Court, the Court
is liable to look the other vsay.
\ t Ow heart of the problem is Attorney General John Mitchell, who is also
the ’’ti nes closest ads i-er and architect of the repugnant "Southern Strategy."
iri,liell is running the Justice Department with a political eye rather than with
;it,: Hai impartiality.
it’ll)! Mitchell is the most dangerous man in America today. It is frightening
to think he may be causing irreversible waves in American law.

"Daddy, why are the gray whales all black this year? ..."

Thrust and Parry

Grapes and Car Revisited
’Buy Older Car’
Editor:
I believe in what the Survival Faire stands
for, but somehow I can’t agree with the idea
of burying $2500. Why not buy an older car
which contributes as much if not more to the
air pollution problem? The $2000 thus saved
could be used for more constructive purposes,
such as cleaning up some of the cities’ slums,
or building a park for children to play in,
instead of the streets. Why not contribute the
money to a birth control center to help the
over population problem, or make a contribution to one of the Head Start programs? I’m
sure if you thought about it you too could
come up with more beneficial areas than a
deep hole in the ground.
Colleen Coyle
A05721

Grape Economics

Daly photo by Chuck Shawver

We have a better idea ...

Staff Comment

"fhe Stork Is a Dodo’
STEVE SW E\ -i)\
After reading the slogans and literature
in the College I.. pion about the population
problem. you gather that anyone who has
gh ada baby is killing humanity. Alt)
mittedly thr. problem is serious. there must
tulnre.
bc humor in it .
For 014illlet’. there is a sign that sa)s
"tint stork is a doilm" If noR such were
uouldn’t base a population
:1,0.
pr,d 1.11,. The dodo is extinct and an extitut hird ...in.t drop babies in cabbage
patches.
Also the stork lays three to six eggs
while the beloyed dodo lays only one. Thuus
it is clear that if the stork nem a dodo.
growth rate would be 300
the popular
to 600 per einl lower, which is far boner
than Zero Population Growth hopes to do.
How about the fact that when the birth
rate exceeds the death rate, population increases. This leads people to think we
should decrease the birth raw. On the
contrary. if people would cooperate and
the a little more frequently. then the same
end eould be achimed.
This perpetual hanging around could lie
eliminated u ith a law prmiding for suicide
benefits to those over 63.
The population bomb is everone’s baby.
es bold?
Does the converse law of id
Is evervone’s baby a hoinli?

There was a petition to sign that we the
undersigned promised to have at the moat
two children. I signed it. I don’t plan to
have any. But what about the signee who
Itas triplets?
I also thought 0111. of the proposed solutions was a little ridiculous. A sign read,
-What can one person do?" The first answer was "lune two children and adopt
more for a larger family." My mom told
Inc one person couldn’t do that unless she
were in the right swimming pool.
How abmit that Zero Population
Growth? They ’VP got some teriffic propaganda. I think ZPG deserves a cheer so I
up
made
Two four, six. right,
WP don’t want to procreate.
Eight. six, four. two.
Birth control is for me and you.
11:1 be the Gay liberation Front has
come up oith the real solution to population growth. They have a sign up which
vu iii worry about overpopulation.
says.
but dot, ii homosexual.. you are contradictt it. won’t you?"
ina Yourself. Think al
I thought about it. It does seem to be a
foolproof solution to the problem. I don’t
know if wit %mild have a happier world,
but at least it would Ise Ser.

an SI S ecology student.
head of the carburetor
brightly. painted autothe middle of Se%eeth

Editor:
A "grape boycott" in February seems
strange. So does the question of a union of
grape pickers. What are the qualifications of
a grape picker?
How is the purchasing power of grape piekers related to higher wages and fringe benefits? Why not pay $50 per day and ask S5
a pound for table grapes? Because all payments in production have to pay for themselves. They must come out of the price of
product. Costs become prices. But sales fall as
price goes up. So, grapes may not be picked
because of high labor costs, or may not sell
because price is too high.
Wages for grape pickers is an economic
question. Unfortunately, it Ls being dealt with
by rabble rousing politics and racist sociology.
Federal and State laws and enforcement
against interferences with conduct of legal
business, especially by so called boycotts,
seems necessary.
The grape question -- unionization of grape
- should be taken back to where
pickers
grapes are harvested. California agricultural
employment, output, and income are being
sabotaged by the national government (Braceros restrictions, taxes, etc.) and by union
power such as Chavez is trying to secure.
"Seven per cent of California farms employ
75 per cent of farm labor . . . and workers
are paid less than $2,000 per year," says the
Spartan Daily (2/13, 1970, page 1). How much
time do grape pickers work? What are their
non-pay allowances or benefits? What are the
present wage scales?
What is their labor cost per pound of table
grapes?
What per cent is labor cost of market price?
What is the return on investment (profit)
to the grape growers?
What per cent change in labor cost would
mean what per cent change in price?
What per cent change in price would mean
what per cent change in sales?
What per cent change in sales would mean
what per cent change in employment, especially at union rates and fringe benefits?
What per cent change in profits would mean

Guest Articles
The rally will consider and is seeking Guest
Editorials and Guest Rooms from SJS students and faculty members on matters affecting the campus and its students.
Arrangements for writing such materials
may be made with R. 1,. Beadle, Daily Associate Editor, between 2 and 9:30 p.m. In the
Daily Office, JC208. Final decisions on use ot
guest articles are reserved to the Editor.
Guest copy should be typed double spewed
on a 40-space line.

what per cent change in investment in table
grape growing?
What per cent change in investment in table
grapes would mean what per cent change in
imports?
These are questions to be worked out by
markets, by supply and demand. Students
should seek understanding, not just add to
problems.
An example of costs-pricing-sales and profits, even without boycott, is indicated in a
different product. Borden is cancelling its
processing and sale in California of fluid milk
and ice cream. 750 jobs will end.
Owen Broyles
Professor of Economics

’Symbolic Gesture’
Editor:
I doubt if anyone favors smog. However, I
likewise doubt that few people can justify
wasting money. The recent purchase of a
$2,500 automobile to be buried on Saturday
is a gross waste of funds.
There is no argument that this is a very
symbolic gesture. Making the car inoperative
SO it wouldn’t cause smog was also very symbolic - - as though the tow truck that was
required raused less smog:
Although a $2.500 grant in itself would not
accomplish much in aiding research to find a
solution to smog does burying the money
do more?
Also, why was it necessary for the students
to attempt to push the car in from a Los
Gatos’ dealer, rather than purchasing from a
local dealer? Perhaps the Los Gatos dealer
offered a longer-term warranty,
John Dow
A050858

’Compared to What?’
Editor:
A Survival Faire at San .bwe State, yes.
yes, the school, itself is more than happy to
host it, perhaps it’s good therapy for us students. And the school, us, and press are very
proud of ours’elves, yet this is the same school
that is presently polluting our ears with the
sound of piledrivers, madly building up.a new
six -story parking garage for automobiles,
which we now know via our Survival Faire,
are the major source of air pollution. Hypocritical? the school, well what about you?
After all sports fans, isn’t this sudden clamor about pollution just a luxury issue of the
middle class? When a race, or people (the
Western White World) can afford the luxury
of complaining about their environment, it
must mean they’ve got all the toys they want.
My point, at it’s most basic level is that
pollution, ecology, and over-population doesn’t
mean a crap to the hungry, sick, and homeless
people of this country and world, and it is a
selfish luxury for the haves of this country
and world to start hassling about their environment, just because it’s a little less hectic
anti dangerous than hassling for justice. And
fellow *tutors, if there is justice in our
world, nothing would be more just than us
white folk to simply die off from the byproducts of our selfish lust for faster cars,
faster pre-cooked foods, ard better canned
beer, and to leave the world to the black,
brown, red, and yellow peoples that we have
ruthlessly killed and oppressed to get those
toys that we now discover are killing us.
A Survival Faire, oh yes, it’s fun tripping
around the union, digging on the art work,
hut if ecology is going to he your bag I
suggest you stop tripping and get out on the
street, If you can think of nothing else to do
then start picking up the beer cans. Try to
make it real compared to what?
Viauiin
3*17

CAR

Buster stroked the little car’s cables,
flicked a speck of dust front its radiator
and asked, in synunithetie i011e,
v does it feel
’Say, little fella . . .
being parked out here on dtmlb row?
Pretty soon now they’re going to lower
yotir tiny body into that pit over there
and cover you tip will: tapir’
Tie- cute little car, a mer, infant with
only a couple of miles logged tin its speedutneter. slouldttred. . .
"I- l -I’m sea red, a-a.and f-f-frightened
and slightly bewildered, too," it said. "Why
only a few months ago I was born of
steel, painted and waxed. gisen a fresh set
of tires and a new battttry, and now I’m
going to be buried. Alice at that!"
"’Frio.," affirmed Buster. "Buried alive
for the sai7e of mankind. The most symbolic and significant event since the Boston
Tea Party. Picture yourself as a martyr,
kid."
"Martyr nothing," the little vehicle responded, rattling its shock absorbers. "I’d
rather picture myself tooling down some
eight-lane highway or dragging Main Street
on Friday nights. Doing my thing, dig?"
"That’s the problem." said Buster. "Your
thing! When you do it, you pollute the
atmosphere, the very air we breathe. You
should see that piece of htunan lung on
display over at the Survival Faire in the
College Union Building. Bad, fella, bad!"
"Whoa now," begged the little car. "I
don’t cause all the air pollution. . ."
"... You’re responsible for 85 per cent
of it. Come to think of it. no matter how
pretty they package you (like cigarettes),
you’re almost as bad for this nation’s
physical health as the War in Vietnam is
for our mental health."
The little car was almost but not quite
and, as the "moving" crew
stumped
started pushing it toward the deep dark
pit, it pleaded its final point...
"How about the role I played in the
sexual revolution? How about a last minute reprieve because of that, eh? Like the
fella said, the auto did more to ’create’ the
great sex revolt than did antibiotics or the
pill. . .
"Tell me," cried the little car. "What
are you going to do when you’ve got no
more back seats to do it on. . .? Answer
that, you environmental freak!"
INTO THE PIT
But before Blister Balloon could respond, the little car was already in the
pit, his shiny yellow roof disappearing
beneath giant scoops of brown dirt, his
radio blaring, then whispering, then falling silent. Dead.
And so Buster Balloon sat down on the
sidewalk curb and thought about it. Was
it worth $2,300 to bury a brand new ear?
Could the money have been better spent?
Was the burial a waste in itself?
And then for sonic reason Blister Balloon
started chuckling. He just had a thought.
Like, where would all the significance and
symbolism have been during the Boston
Tea Party if those cats had merely carted
the tea home and drunk it ... instead of
tossing it into the bay?
For a long moment Buster thought and
thought and thought. It really haul hint
thinking. Who knows, he sighed, maybe
that’s what it’s all about. To get Inc and
the rest of my freaky fellow planet riders
thinking.
He even thought about it as he drove
home. . .
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Bomb Victim Succumbs
piled front A....elated Press
Sergeant 13rian V. McDonnell,
45, died Wednesday at Mission
Emergency Hospital in San Francisco as the result of injuries received in the bombing of the Park
Police Station on the edge of the
Flaight-Ashbury district in San
Francisco.
Ntcponnell, the duty desk set.gean at the time of the explosion,
was reported to have lost his
right eye and been blind in his
left by doctors Tuesday, but they
stated a metal fragment had
penetrated his brain which might
impair his recovery.
Mayor Joseph Alioto said: "Sgt.
Brian McDonald’s senseless
death is mourned by all San
Francisco, This city shall pursue
his murderers relentlessly and
those involved in terrorism and
violence . .."
All of the nine San Francisco
police stations have been under
guard since the Monday bombing.
Alioto announced Tuesday a $5. (OD reward for information leading to the arrest and conviction
of the bomber.
Six other officers in the station
(luring the bombing suffered
lesser injuries.

MOTHER EARTH BEAUTY CONTEST WINNERS
The shortest beauty contest on record

Mother Earth Contest
Finds Seven Winners
sat comfortably on the stage and
explained why the role of a woman in education is meaningful,
not her appearance as a sex
symbol.
The fight, one winner said, is
for the earth’s beauty. To help
the people, the environment, and
therefore the world, should be
the goal of everyone, the women
concluded.
The green maxi-dresses made

By FRED DEMPY
Daily Feature Writer
The Mother Earth Beauty Contest may very well have been
the shortest beauty contest in
history. It lasted 10 minutes.
There was no swim suit competition. There was no evening
gown competition, In fact, there
were no judges. Every Mother
Earth contestant was a winner.
The seven SJS beauty queens

by the Mother Earth women represented the natural beauty of
the earth. Since the girls are of
the earth, the beauty that led
them collectively to become winners was that of concern for their
world. You might say they were
all beautiful people.
The contest was followed by
a panel that seemed like a
natural follow-up, "The Rape of
Mother Earth."

Bomb Penalty
Democrats in the California
Assembly indicated yesterday
that they will seek stronger penalties for possession of explosives
to combat what they believe is a
nationwide conspiracy to bomb
pollee stations.
Assemblyman Robert Crown
of Alameda told newsmen following an hour-long meeting of Assembly Democrats, bombings in
recent days in San Francisco
"quite probably indicate a revolutionary situation rather than a
criminal situation."
He went on to say there is no
conclusive evidence of a national
conspiracy, "but there is some
reason to believe that elements of
our society not
just young
people
are now attempting to
carry out the threats to counterattack the police . . ."
Crown said "it’s up to the FBI"
to name the revolutionary elements he had in mind, but he
cited recent statements attributed
to the Black Panther Party and
radical elements of Students for
a Democratic Society.

Smog Masks Offer No Protection
By KIT GILCHRIST
Dully Feature Writer
Garbage fills one-half of the
room and the rags and paper
hanging from the ceiling are almost obscured by the noxious,
drifting smog,
This is the Pollution Room, a
frightening glimpse into a choking, polluted future, which ecologists claim is nearing rapidly. It
was described by one visitor as
"resembling the Menlo Park
Dump." Others in the room shook

their heads in agreement, some
made nervous comments about
their eyes beginning to hurt and
water.
Admission to the Pollution
Room is 10 cents, the price of a
manadatory smog mask. The
mask, which covers the mouth
and nose, bears the motto, "Smog
Kills." It does not successfully
block out the fumes that haze
the air. "It’s pretty bad when
you can’t even see the garbage,"
a masked woman mentioned after
leaving the room,

Most visitors left after a minute
or two because the smog was too
irritating. However, one group
was stuck in the room for more
than 10 minutes when a practical
joker locked the door from the
outside. "The fumes really got
to me," one female victim
claimed, "I’ve had a headache
for two hours." She continued,
"But being locked in demonstrated the point the room is
trying to make .
. you can’t
escape from pollution. Something
has to be done."

SJS Students Receive SAM Scholarships
David Craft and Manuel Tianoco are winners of two scholarships offered by the Society for
the Advancement of Management
(SAM).
Due to a last minute change
in meeting place, the SAM scholarship presentations to two EOP
students did not take place Monday as had been schduled.
SAM members voted unanimously to grant SAM memberships
to the two winners, as well as
awarding each of them $100

Minorities’ Rally;
Prisoners’ Week

scholarships. The recipients,
David Craft and Manuel Tianoco,
were not present to receive their
awards.
Monday’s meeting had been
originally scheduled for the Calaveras Room in the College Union,
but the meeting was shifted to
ED. 112 because of Survival
Faire activities in the CU,
Tom Kennedy, SAM’s director
of membership, announced that
this semester’s orientation meeting will be held at 7 p.m., Wednesday, Feb. 25, in the C.U. Ballroom,

JET CHARTERS
AND MOliF,

A rally sponsored by the Black
Student Union will be held on
Seventh Street at 12:30 p.m. today. The rally is being held in
conjunction with Political Prisoners Week.
Expected to speak at the rally
are Mike Torrence, minister of
defense for the BSU: Mary Lou
Greenberg, a member of the Liberation Women’s Union and the
Bay Area Revolutionary Union;
a member of the Black Panther
Party; a member of the Radical
Action Movement (RAM); and
someone from the Chicano community.

UCLA’s GRADUATE SCHOOL OF
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
will be interviewing prospective students
Friday. Feb. 20 (9 a.m.-5 p.m.)
Placement Office
To discuss the MBA,

MS,

and Pli.D Programs

offered at the school
We are interested in speaking with students from all departments and major fields of study. Various progranoi are
available for students with technical and tionteclinica I
backgrounds.
Some funds Sr. available for students is GissasiI
For further information contact dm Placeiment

Working Welfare
It now appears that President
Nixon’s sweeping revision of the
federal-state welfare system will
be approved by the unusually
conservative House Ways and
Means Committee.
The committee, which has been
considering the plan since January, has still made no firm decision, but sources close to the
panel believe a favorable vote
will come within the next two
weeks.
The biggest innovation in the
proposal is to provide minimum
income assurances for an estimated 15 million "working poor."

Clean Bay
Monterey County Health Director Dr. Richard Fraser announced Wednesday that swimming and other contact with the
waters of Monterey Bay is no
longer banned.
Fraser stated that the bay was
being reopened, after a ban that
extended back to last summer,
because progress was being made

Shaw International Theatres,

SEMI-ANNUAL
SALE
Dresses
Wool
Skirts
Si-retch
Capris
buy one garment at regular price, choose a second
one of up to equal value
and it’s your’s for lit
SIZE 3-13 & 5-15
USE YOUR BANK CHARGES
OPEN MON. & THURS. EVES.
UNTIL 9
VALIDATED PARKING

Inc.

TOWNE THEATRE
Heiner and The Alameda

297-3060

"The LIBERTINE’
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Asian Help
Prince Souvanna Phouma, premier of Laos, in response to written questions recently submitted
to him, said he believes the American Government will continue to
help threatened Southeast Asian
countries.
The Laotian premier stated
that he did not feel that the U.S.
would soon abandon its bases in
Thailand, as a vacuum in that
area "would be indeed quite
dangerous" to Southeast Asia.

The well known Acnic cowboy boot has become a
popular after ski I
t inn
the far west anti !lucky
Mountain area.
The Acme "Ruff Out"
boots are comfortable and
surprisingly warm in cold
weather. You will find
them at The Workinpnaii.p.
S tore. Woman’s niodel
$25.99. Sizes 6% thru 12 &
13, widths B -D-E.

Worhinginatt
Store
218 W. Santa Clara
San Jose
OPEN EVENINGS

MON. AND THURS.

The Bay Area Air Pollution
Control District voted 7-3 Wednesday to identify violators of air
pollution regulations during a
peaceful meeting,
It was in contrast to the Feby
rwhich
au
rmeeting,
was broken

..

Contaci
lenses are made
of modern plastics which have entirely different characteristics than the tissues
and fluids of the eye. Consequently your eye cannot handle
this foreign object without help.
So, in order to correct for
Mother Nature’s lack of foresight,
you have to use lens solutions to
make your contacts and your eyes
compatible.
There was a time when you
needed two or more separate

.

\
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’Makes
Hugh Gefneeit
Playboy Penthouse
took like a
nursery schoell"

"Catherine Spank
te Curious Green,
with envy...and
decides to become
Cl one -woman
Airway err survey:.

RADLEY MIKTZONK
-----pnWen.

BLACK AND BROWN STUDENTS

Desegregate
After a week of bitter debate,
the Senate yesterday approved a
proposal sponsored by Senator
John C. Stennis, D-Miss., requiring equal enforcement of school
desegregation throughout the
country.
A substitute bill, submitted by
Senator Hugh Scott, R-Pa., considered by Southerners as ineffective in eliminating widespread segregation in the North,
was defeated by a vote of 46 to
48.

in fighting the pollution problem
in the bay.

Name Polluters

The club Is also working on a
new membership drive. A booth
will be located on Seventh St. as
well as club members going to
business and management classes,
to inform students of what SAM
has to offer.
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STUDENT SERVICES WEST, INC.
Round Trip
LONDON OR AMSTERDAM
Depart: New York $199.00
Contact:
LOIS DICKENSON
Bldg. BB
3)55. Ninth Street
Available only to CSC students, faculty,
stall and their immediate families. All
flights via TIA or Pan Arn with nompli
mentary meals.

up by shouting young demonstrators demanding that major
air polluters be named.
The motion called for a naming
of all violators each month with
a breakdown of pollutants produced by each. It was not decided when the first report would
be issued.

THE SKIERS
FAVORITE
AFTER SKI
BOOT

"THE LIBERTINE"
Vat herine Speak ...I Jean-Lou ix Tri nt ign ant
1.1111....4141A1’111

MIN 111..19

1.1011.6 WWII. 0 MOT AllktiTill0

CINEMA

BURBANK

"Irlirre Thtngs Ire Illippening"
552 S. Bascom Ave.
San Jose
295.7231

Now Playing
- ALICE’S RESTAURANT"
.....
ARID GUTHRIE
voter Ay detux
ALSO
"Where It’s At"
with
David Janssen & Don Itiekles

solutions to
properly modify and care
for your contacts, making
them ready for
your eyes. But now
there’s Lensine from
the makers of
Murine. Lensine,
for contact corn fort and convenience.
Lensine is the one solution
for complete contact lens care.
Just a drop or two of Lensine coats
and lubricates your lens. This allows the lens to float more freely
In the natural fluids of your eye.
Why? Because Lensine is an "isotonic" solution, very much like
your own tears. Lensine is compatible with the eye:
Cleaning your contacts with
Lensine retards the build-up of
foreign deposits on the lenses.

And soaking your contacts in
Lensine between wearing periods
assures you of proper lens hygiene. You get a free soaking -storage case with individual lens cornpartments on the bottom of every
bottle of Lensine.
It has been demonstrated that
improper storage between wearings permits the growth of bacteria on the lenses. This is a sure
cause of eye irritation and, in
some cases, can endanger your
vision. Bacteria cannot grow in
Lensine because it’s sterile, self sanitizing, and antiseptic
Let caring for your
contacts be as convenient as wearing them.
Get some Lensine
Mother’s little helper.

Mother Nature
never planned on
contact
lenses
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’Arm for Oppressed’
By TEKBANCE FARRELL
Daily SOW Writer
"Society today is a steaming
pressure cooker with no outlet.
I hope to provide a vent for those
people at the bottom who are
being crushed." says Herman
Fagg, Socialist Workers Party
SWP1 candidate for governor
of California.
During a Monday afternoon
campus interview Fagg. a former
part time instructor at College
of Mann, explained that he Is
running for governor to pro,
a political arm for opprs-Americans.
Fagg’s campaign platform calls
for immediate withdrawal from
Vietnam, unionization of lal:
s
minority control of their
community, legalization of ar,
tion and stipends for eaussge
students.
Prime objectives in his campaign will be to raise questions.
offer solutions and to force other
candidates to speak out on key
issues lie views politics today as
"A farce. We have a choice between the interests of a Joe
Kennedy and those of a Nelson
Rockefeller."
Fagg sees his move ;is important because. "Nothing is accomplished before it begins. By
jumping into the rave I hope to

SPECIAL DISCOUNT
FACULTY
STUDENTS
ALUMNI
Just present your staff or ASB cord
MOVIE & STILL
* Supp’ies

* Cameras

* Projectors * Equipment
DEVELOPING - PRINTING

Can je4e
Camera Chop

provide others with the inspiration to try. Whim people believe
they can change things, then they
become powerful."
Can he win? Fagg says "No. I
just want to offer a rational ap-

HERMAN FAGG
Socialist candidate
priansh in raising questions and
forcing answers. When Reagan
says he’s against pollution, I
want to know what he Plans to
do ;drool ii. When Unruh says
he’s against the war, I emit to
know what hr is going to do
abistit it." Fagg is a man with a
great many ouctilions. He hopes
the campaign will lead to some
answers.

Travel-Study Program
Destination: Europe
Thice S.15 professors will con duel :1 I I .1%.1..1 :old study program
centimipor iry European his’
t,try. psychology
this summer,
Acirderny.

s

245 SOUTH FIRST
Prompt and Courteous Service

By MIKE CONLEY
Daily Staff Writer
Many
SJS stuants have enjoyed the entertainment provided
by the likes of Lee Michaels. Nina
and
Simone, Mike
Buddy Guy. but few realize whose
efforts made it possilbe.
Under the direction of Mary
Iludzikiewiez, the College Union
Program Board sCUPBo is responsible for inasssiding cultural
and social entertainment for the
campus and surrounding community. The CUPB evolved from the
old Spartan Program Csmunittee
on April 21. 1965, thrtugh Act 50
of the Constitution of the Assosiated Students of SJS.
Operating with 865.000 appropriated by the Student Council.
Isla board spends approximately
s72,0151 annually. The extra $7.000
is provided by the charges levied
fins admission to the board’s
events.
MONEY DIVIDED
This money is divided among
II,,’ board’s nine sub-committees:
forum, films, social events, performing arts. recreation. art exIts sits, special programs. summer
proirram and publirsity and advert ising.
The board itself consists of a
chairman. sr., et ria sind 11 memtt.
.
the members. T,,
r is application
bers had bi :
s!snnel selecto /In t!!!!
limn referred
tion oir .
..:’s ot Council for
them to
apperinimise, The term of office
is to taus front May to May. the
same as ASB offices.
Although the ti rard has the
right to make the final decisions,

sa-

an: film de. I .\...idemy and
ii gram will be
I p.m. in (’It 241.
’
Pat t and Di.

OPEN "TI-’‘WOONIGHT
Professional Pharmacists
....4nihons, 21. Canspayna. ()Ir.. Owner

MODERNE DRUG CO.
Second and Santa Clara Streets
Phone 293-7500

San Jose

inMmilorm...m.=...a..

El

Charkss Keserich, of the History
Department, will lead students
thrssugh seven slit ferem countries.
There they %k ill massive instruction front both American and
European educators in various
universities.
Mornings still be devoted to
various forms of learning activities while afternoons will be spent
in organized tours and field trips.
Dr. John Kelly, Psychology
Department, and Dr. Hubert
Bonner, U.S. International University, San Diego, will take the
psyrhology sI talents to Paris.
Munich, Strasbourg and Vienna.
The World Academy is Illy only
travel -study program
StUllitler
recognized by SJS, for which six
units of upper division credit is
granted.
Students interested in further
information may contact Dr.
Patt in CH 219 or Dr Kelly in
CH 31:s

most of the work is done by the
sub-committee which contain
from two to six members. A board
member serves as chairman of
the committee

CHAIRMAN SELECTS
Sub-committee members must
also go through the personnel
selection officer but are referred
directly to the CUPB chairman,
Hal Weiner, who makes the selections himself. A person can
only serve on one sub-committee
at any time.
Before entertainers are brought
to the campus the sub-committee
wades through publicity brochures and releases sent to the
CUTS. After making their selections, the committee chairmen
report to the board at its meeting every Tuesday at 8:30 p.m.
in the council chambers.
If none of the members object
to the proposal the sub-committee
can then make the arrangements
and draw up a contract with the
performer. The board does have
the right, however, to veto any
suggestion by a sub-committee.
Recently there have been many
complaints concerning the board’s
policy of charging admission to
the events they sponsor. Weiner
explained that this is due to the
policies of the last board. It was
their decision, he stated, to brine
such artists as Simone. Guy and
Cold Blood to the students free
of admission last fall.
ADMISSION CHARGE
13reause of this the board suddenly found itself lacking suffificlent funds to continue to provide an adequate Program. It was
then necessary to begin the admission charge policy in use now.
Weiner went on to point out
that the charges are just enough
to allow the board to break even
after paying for the artist, security guards and publicity. This,
he said, runs into more money
than most people realize.
Still, the students at SJS are
getting a bargain by paying the
admission charge for CUPS
events. He cited the Lee Michaels
concert as an example. A $2
charge was made when Michaels
gave his concert at SJS. One
week later he received top billing
at the Fillmore in San Francisco,
where the admission was $3.50.
Weiner feels this is indicative
of the bargains given the students
at SJS, for they pay less and
don’t have to travel to see the
same talent.
DANCE RESTRICTION
Another policy criticized frequently, mainly by groups outside
the SJS community, is the one
which
restricts admission to
dances to those over 18. Weiner
defended this policy by relating
numerous examples of poor conduct on the part of high school
students who have attended SJS
dances.

bu could bay
one of those smali cars.

But look what you ,don’t get.
Nova’s

igniti011 key
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Nova’s
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lai quer finish
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rears iew mirror

empartment
with lock
Kova’s
rette
lighter

Nova’s
rea r windows
that roll up
and down

Nova’s
choice of three
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engines:
4, 6, or V8

He is also of the opinion that
SJS students frown on the
younger s t ud ents attending
dances here, which affects attendance by the college crowd.
In view of these facts Weiner
felt there was no alternative hut
to restrict admission to those
over 18.
Two instances in which this
rule is overlooked are SJS students under 18 and dates of SJS
students.
A list of events sponsored by
the CUPII would include numerous dances. lectures. concerts and
the seholar-in-residence program.
Activities co-spi in,ored wi t h t he
Associated Student Body were
Survival Faire, Black Experience
week, and Chicano Wel Is
EVENT

CALF’. DAR

Also incsluded on tire CUPE’s
list of accomplishments %% sold be
the calendar of events which was
started 13 months ago. Copies
can be obtained in the director’s
office in the College Union. They
contain :ill events coining up for
the next two months.
Weiner has hopes for a program he calls the Noon Entertainment Hour. Although nothing
definite is settled, he would bring
groups to the eampos who are
looking for exposure and let them
play for nothing in the College
Union Ballroom at some arranged
time, probably 12:30 on Thursdays.
The mention of the College
Union Ballroom brought a smile
to Weiner’s face. The reason?
"This building was a big difference. Nothing happened last year
because there wasn’t an adequate
facility for use." In Weiner’s
opinion, the College Union itself
is one big reason for the program’s success this year.
He concluded with an invitation
for all students to bring suggestions for artists they would like
to see. "The CUPB operates with
the third largest ASH budget on
campus. so we would like the
students to have some say about
the program."

Judiciary Position
Interviews Today
Interviews has A.S. Judiciary
positions are being continued
tomorrow from 1 to 4 p.m. in the
AS, office,
Two graduate division positions
are open on student council. Any
interested students are urged to
contact Ftandy Kerns. AS. personnel selection officer, for an
interview.
Also, applications for Sparta
Camp discussion leaders may be
picked up in the A.S. office on
the third level of the College
Union.

Today

9 a.m. Film Festival and Keynote Exhibits Open Faire
10 a.m. Panel: ’’Air Pollution"
SJS.
Led by Dr. David Mage, chemical engineering,
serPanelists: Milton Feldstein, director of technical
vices, Bay Area Pollution Control District; Dr. Robert G.
Larsen, Shell Development Co., representing Western
Oil Associates; Richard Meade, chief process engineer,
Air Control Associates; Dr. Wesley W. Weathers, Center for Health Sciences, UCLA.
12:30 p.m. Teatro Urbano
1:30 p.m. Survival Revival
2:30 p.m. Film FestivalRepeat of top films
7 p.m. Presentation of Film Festival Awards of Excellence
and poetry contest prizes.
Winning films will be shown and winning poems will be
read.
8 p.m. Panel: "Political Economy of Survival"
Led by Dr. John G. Sperling, Professor of Humanities
160. Panelists: Dr. Lovell Jarvis, economics, University of
California, Berkeley; Dr, Pierre Noyes, theoretical physics, Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, StanfordarUryniversify; Dr. James O’Connor, economics,SJS;
Weisberg, Bay Area Institute, San Francisco.
9:30 p.m. Workshops

Tomorrow
9 a.m. "Life Cycle: An Atmospheric Awakening
duced by Graphic Design 104A, SJS.
10:30

A.M.

San Francisco Mime Troupe

4 p.m. Community wake

Troupe Plays at Faire
"I am God! Long ago I flashed
on creation."
The speaker wears Levis, an
old shirt, and a bright yellow
bandana. He has long hair and
wire-rim glasses. "Man has refused understanding and accepted
fear," he continues. "His doom is
terrifyingly near."
This prophet is not a minister.
He is a member of the East Bay
Sharks, a guerrilla theatre group
from Berkeley. His prophecy is
the opening of their paper movie,
"A Man Called Noah," which
they were scheduled to perform
at Survival Faire. However, for
various reasons, the complete performance was not presented.
ppoiceptnark fog the group,
Arthur Holden, felt that "Noah"
would not have been appropriate
at SJS. "It’s too long," he said,
"And we don’t think we would
have gotten the right reactions-even though it is our ecology presentation."
The Sharks did present the
opening to "Noah" including a

Lowered Voting Age
Gets Nod From Nixon
Irmo Its,’
itod
,,a
"The k
Americans, .
dre
responsible, von- t,1.155e
I vets.
These
matins’
tung
people
should not be i:enalized for the
actions of a few."
That’s the feeling of President
Nixon as relayed by Richard G.
Kleindienst deputy attorney general, to a Senate panel Tuesday
concerning a Constitutional amendment to permit the 18-yearold vote.
Kleindienst said the Nixon administration belie% es that giving
young ikersons the vote and a
responsible role in the political
process may eliminate what he
( 141’1111,d
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Nova’s got a ml 1n talk about.
Because you get so midi more value
with a Nova. Things you just can’l find
on other cars anywhere near the price.
Maybe that’s why Nova is such a big
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seller. It offers whit more people want.
Along wit is a resale value that’ll make
some of those oilier ears seem even
smaller by compariS011.
Putt i lig you first , keeps us first.

Nova:America’s not-too-small car

CHE-VACJI

Pro-

Noon Funeral procession and burial of 1970 Maverick,
Seventh Street. Funeral orations by Dr. John G. Sperling
and Sam Smidt, Funeral Rites: The Rev. Roy Hoch, SJS
Ecumenical Council; The Rev, George Collins, Fellowship
of Reconciliation and Brotherly Love. Music by Lamb,
Todd Ellison.

called a sense of frustration and
noninvolvement that possibly has
led to the irresponsible behavior
of a few.
Countering a charge that those
under 21 would he irresponsible
voters, he stated that many persons associated with campus rebellions and disruptive politica,
activism are well past 21 and
represent only a small percent
of the youth.
Kleindienst said the administration believes, however that
the lowered - age amendment
should only allow the vote in
national elections.
The voting age already is 18
in Georgia and Kentucky; it’s 19
in Alaska and 20 in Hawaii.
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Nova’s
room for five
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their luggage
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At Survival Faire

JUDY COLLINS
IN HER FIRST
SAN JOSE APPEARANCE

SATURDAY
FEB. 21 8 p.m.
SAN JOSE
CIVIC AUDITORIUM
Tickets $3.50-$4.50-$5.50

SAN JOSE

BOX OFFICE
912 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE (next to Fox
Theatre)
246-1160

Open Men. this Fri. 10 ts 5 30. Sat. 10 to 3,01

parody of a rock song. "Angel
of Fire." They then performed
"The Trials and Tribulations of
Our Friends the Pumpkins," an
allegory which made some caustic conservations on social problems such as hunger, racism and
poverty. They satirized labor,
education, meditation with the
Punkarishi Pumpkin, and police
"Don’t call the San Jose Tactical Pumpkins
they always
turn us into squash." Their moral
was that you have to work together if you want to survive.
The Sharks’ second paper movie
had a heavier message; no one
cares what happens to anyone
else until it happens to them only then. will they raise their
voices in protest. It was called
"Litany of Breath."
The Sharks have been performing together for about six months.
All the members of the group
have had a great deal of experience, however, many of them
coming from the San Francisco
Mime Troupe. In addition to
Holden, the group includes Darrel Henriques, Betsey Benford,
David Woods, Tessa Monroney,
Clyde Flowers, Jake Benford,
and Charlie Degelman.
The group came out strongly
against the car burial. "We almost didn’t come," Holden said.
He tried to organize a boycott
of the Faire together with the
other theater groups to protest
the burial.
"The burial is the most fuzzyminded, vacuous, insane perversion I have ever seen," Holden
protested. "To me it is a copout - they are compromising the
revolution of ecology."

County Internship
Program To Offer
Jobs for Students
Rahn Becker of the California
Government Education Foundation will be on campus tomorrow
interviewing students for positions in the County Internship
Program.
Students eligible for internship
Jots must sign up today if they
want to be interviewed for job
placement. Jobs are open to students with a bachelor’s or advanced degree in social science,
public administration, or law enforcement; or students who have
a B.S. or an M.S. degree in business administration or engineering.
.Sign-ups are being taken in the
Career Planning and Placement
Center, 122 S. Ninth St., where
additional information is available. Tomorrow’s job interviews
will be held in the conference
room in the Career Planning and
Placement Center between 10
a.m. and 2 p.m.
The internship program is a
training
one-year
experience,
with a monthly stipend of from
$525 to 8550. for students who
are interested in job opportunities
in county government.

Quotes of ’Revolutionaries’
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For What It’s Worth

Vhat farracs American Revolutionary said: 1. "Got forbid we
ShOOld 55cr to’ 1%l l’Ory )ears without Li reliellion." 21 "I don’t give
a damn about semi -radicals." 31
.
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By WALT YOST
Entertainment Columnist
onservation on the Movie Screen
A camera focuses for an uncomfortably long time on the face of a
pudgy National Guardsman. A second later a crowd of young People
are shown toiling over a barren lot soon to become Berkeley’s People’s

it. talon, on any other land."
I -If Fascism came to America
it would he on a program of
Americanism." 51 "Many a hum
show has been saved by 11».

Park.
A perspiring lumberman strains his large poster saw against a
massive Redwood tree. The tree moans as it falls. An understated
voice remarks "trees like these, thousands of years old, take only an

s %it

screen.
These scenes aren’t unrelated. They’re from what can liberally
be called Ecology films. They range

from incredibly dull Encyclopedia Britannica type monstrosities to
brilliant footage of natural wonders, clear reflections of polluted
America.
FILMS ALL DAY
The Survival Faire is showing these films practically all day in
the College Union. They can be seen either in the Survival Theater or
some other likely place. Don’t be surprised to walk into one of
the restrooms and see a film about the perils of water pollution.
More progressive, changing attitudes in cnnsersation causes many

t ally photo

Professor
ECOLOGICAL WATERCOLOR
Freimark, Art Department, Priscilla kexandcr,
teacher at Presidio Hill Junior tligh in San
Francisco, and Jessica Litwak, junior high student, are discussing one of the ecolog:cal
watercolors that is being exhibited by Prof.
Fre:mirk’s students. The painting thy are
discussing is by Stephen Ray Hughes, entitled

sanctimonious narrator said, "is a monument to progress." It was
produced by an oil company and the US. Division of Mines.
ENEMY PROPODANDA?
The Survival Faire projectionist yanked another film from the
screen za work dedicated to Americas lumber industry) and complained "this looks like enemy propaganda."
One film of exceptional quality illustrated the standing-room -only
plight of Yosemite Valley. Masses of people bring their urban blight
to John Muir’s paradise.
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Simon and Garfunkel
’Haven’t Lost Touch’
By BOB PELLERIN
Special to the Daily
Simon and Garfunkel have finally released another album of
their work, Happily, they have
not lost their touch.
It has been naarly two years
since their last LP, "Bookends."
But in this new release, "Bridge
over Troubled Water," they show
that the long wait was not fruitless. In "Bridge." they have
beautifully retained their familiar
sound while adding a few pleasant surprises.

comments on contemporary life.
The album includes the sensitive rendering of "The Boxer"
which was their only release during the two-year period. "El Condor Pass" features Simon’s words
put to a Peruvian folk melody.
In a delicate way, he sings of
freedom:
Away, I’d rather sail away
Like a swan that’s here and
gone.
A man gets tied up to the
ground,
He gives the world its saddest sound.
Its saddest sound.

NEW TWIST
One such surprise is the emergence of Art Garfunkel as a lead
singer. Garfunkel, who was previously content to supply back-up
support, unveils his delicate voice
in two fine songs.
He ably sings the album’s title
tune, which has been at the top
of popular record charts since
its recent release as a single.
Garfunkel also solos in the lilting
eulogy to architect Frank Lloyd
Wright; his fragile voice is especially notable here.

He writes praise of the simple
life in "The Only Living Boy in
New York." As in "59th Street
Bridge Song (Feelin’ Groovy),"
Simon reminds us to slow down.
The touching melody "Song for
the Asking" provides the zilistins’s
finale. Reminiscent of the tone
of early S & G (particularly
"Overs" and "Old Friends"), it
is a simple tune of love.

Like many music artists today,
S & G go "back to the roots"
occasionally in "Bridge." "Cecilia" is a rollicking, knee-slapping cut and a most exhilarating
experience.
"Why Don’t You
Write Me" and "Baby Driver"
are lively mixtures of countrywestern and early rock and roll,
with a nod toward Beatle-rock.
The old F:verly Brothers’ classic,
"Bye Bye Love," is Included.
STILL FRESH
Despite this slight shift in
style, "Bridge" essentially gives
us the established
but still
brilliance of Paul Simon
fresh
at his hest. Simon’s lyrical compositions are gentle, uncluttered

JAPAN

Prime Includes Oakland ’Tokyo roundtrip via jet charter flight (based on
100, occupancy). firstclass hotels,
train and motor coach Japan travel,
transportation and admission to Dm
’70, extensive sightseeing, &tildes,
baggage handling, tips, transfers, etc.
Hong Kong optional. Land arrangements operated by:

HOWARD TOURS
OF OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA

APPLY: institute ot international
Studies; 522 Grand Avenue, Oalcand,
CA 94610

1
1

Jack’s LONG HAIR SPECIAL
Special $4.50

by appointment

ASB or Student Privilege
Card accepted.
121 E. Santa Clara -295-9586
Long Hair Wigs
for the straight one.

899

SUMMER 4 COLLEGE CREDITS
SAN FRANCISCO STATE COLLEGE
In depth varation enjoyment and study
of Japan’s history, poittics, economics,
education. religion and arts. SFSC pro.
tensor administers classes, but lectures
are by leading Japanese educators.
Enroll for credit or as auditor, and request pass tail or alphabetical grades.

Why Cut It!
WHY NOT
CONTOUR SHAPE IT!
Reg $5.50

DAYS

Jack Liesrsi
(Stylist,

San

Jose

Library has a neve
somewhat unusual

City
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Dance Theater To Perform
On Campus Next Week
The Abs in Nikolais Dance
Theatre, jai off a six week tour
of the Atlantic Seaboard, will
Wednesday,
perform
at
SJS
Thursday and Friday. Feb. 25,
26 and 27, as part of the College
Union Program Board’s music
program.
Scheduled for Feb. 25 are a
Master Class Dance Studio at
Dem3:30 p.m. and a Lecture
onstration at 8:15 p.m. in MorriA’
Dailey Auditorium. The dance
studio will take place in the
Dance Department where Annette McDonald or Carol Haws
can be contacted for further information. A $1 fee will be
charged for both events.
Regular performances of the
group will he staged Feb. 26 and
27 at R:15 p.m. in Morris Dailey
Auditorium.
Nikolais introduced his abstract
and multi-media theatre in 1953
and has slim, produced rest’
works eac’h year. na:ina ril t (wit)

I \ ining iuligl h. His ConlimaY
has I,r n seen in the U.S., Canada ant Europe, both in theatres
and on television.
In the pzist year he has made
two television films, completed
two major St ate Depart mi- n t sponsored tours of Europe totaling 23 weeks, and has spent 13
weAs touring in North America.
During this period he won
AblisitetlfA issilirds and commissions including the Grand Prix de
la Ville do P::iis, a special award
for choreography. design anti
mode at the Sixth Annual Paris
International Dance Festival, and
a National Endowment for the
Arts grant which he used to corn’
mission it new work last fall.
The Company is planning to
return to Europe in the fall.
The performances at SJS will
be free to S.IS students, $1.50
for faculty, staff and other students; and $2.50 for the general
i!1,11.

and prohatii

Cheri Brownton, a 28-year-eld
gracluste student at San Jose
State, is presently holding is on woman show at SJCC. Ninety-tss
prints in all, the majority ot
them are nudes.
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Now showing
\Elsie Hall ’Realm.. San Francisco
Geary and Larkin

Spartan Daily ClassifiedsLike Having
A Personal Salesman Ring 23.000 Doorbells
"Adair

need ibldemtanding.
You don’t understand the novel
your professor has assigned . .
get ahead quick with

CLIFF NOTES
CAL BOOK also handles course outlines and other class aids

CAL BOOK

134 E. San Fernando
oefwevaseisimmeiweimitemer

carrier, too! It’s easy!

MEET THE
CARD CARRIERS!

DO IT NOW!

YOU’LL WANT TO
JOIN THEM

Have you spotted the
card carriers? They’re all
over town, all over the
world, and they’re pretty
hard to miss. They’re the
people who are having
more fun and spending less
because they
money
carry their Student Priviege Cards everywhere
they go.
Card carriers get free
food coupons good at
thousands of national franchis restaurants! Discounts
of from 10 to 40% at some
of America’s largest hotel
and motel chains! Big savforeign
ings on new cars
and domestic! Huge discounts at sports events,
plays, films and museums!
Tremendous savings on
records, tapes and books!
Discounts from local merchants on clothes, gas,
shoe repairs, flowers, canpractically everydy
thing! They get lots of free
samples, too!
Being a card carrier is
almost as good as being
independently wealthy
ard now you can be a card

"A NOBLE. BEAUTIFUL
FILM. WITH THE
CAPACITY TO
TOUCH..
UNFORGETTABLE."

kii41111L11
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College

Miss Brownton is presently
seeking a Master’s degree ill
photography and print-inakinil.
She graduated from San Joe,.
State with a Bachelor’s degree
in English. She has had other
shows, most notably one at SJS
last semester.
Her present exhibit will continue through March 1. San Jose
City College is located on Bascom and Moorpark streets, across
from the County Hospital,

If you hurry, you can even
save on the card! You’ll get
your laminated Privilege
Card and all the great
benefits that go with it
for
$3.00
instead of the usual 4.00!
Local Merchants Now
Honoring Student
Privilege cards:

F
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ANTONIONI’s
an mom

photography
exhibit for the next two weeks.

No narration is usually needed in these films But if there is a
narrator he usually sounds like the rustic voice of America- Gabby
Hayes cheerio’ a chaw of tobacco.

The top films from the Survival Faire Film Festival will he shown
this afternoon at 2:30 in the Union. At 7 p.m. In the Union, Film
Festival Awards of Excellence are to be presented and the winning
films will be shown.

The revolutionaries are: I
Thuirvis Jefferson, 21 Helen
Ii r. 31 Mark TWaill.
Long and 51 Gi orge M. Cohan
The Little Red WIrte and Blur
Book has other notable quote,
cia gu ti %iiibkck as Property air’
Class Struggle, War. Militarism
and Imperialism; Black Liberation; end Students and Schools.

Nude Photography
Now on Display
In SiCC Library

For instance, one film praised the wonderful progress of California’s
growing cities like Los Angeles and San Diego. "(’alifornia," the

They’re unpredictable and usually take a tougher approach to
environmental problems. No melodic flutes and concentration on
flowers in bloom.

by Vitt Poirmee-

’Somewhere Over the Rainbow’ and is urine.
based, The class was instructed to select one
paiticular ecological issue and present it in the
media and style that would be conducive to the
particular subject. This painting along with
cthe-s will be on exhibit in the College Union,
third level, until tomorrow.

of the older films to look awfully outdated.

When you’ve been raised on educational classroom films, though,
it’s more fun to see the less perfect but more imaginative amateurmade films.

Coming Soon
THEATRE

’Ilf it, t

FITIgi.e.: answers are to he found H.
-The little Red White ::.mt 131rir
It. a .1: ftevolut ionary Quotation
lit It,it Arn-ricans." etUtcd Is
Johnny I Anplesecd 1 Rossen.

hour to cut down."
The sounds of Jimi Hendrix’s "Purple Haze" blare in the background as pictures of smog-shrouded Los Angeles appear on the

(and not always accurately t

The Law and Order section
contains "The highest virtue is
always against the law," which
was said by Ralph Waldo EmercOn.
Mayor Richard J. Daley is included with his famous quote,
"The policeman isn’t there to
ereate disorder. He’s there to
disorder."
;.r,eve

1:a)

loth :t.

BASCOM AUTOMOTIVE
ELECTRIC
438 S. Bascom
THE BEAUTE SUITE
5419 Camden Ave.
CARRIAGE CLEANERS
1433 Branham Lane
DEPENDABLE
TRANSMISSION SPECIALISTS
452 W. San Carlos
LICURSI’S BARBER
& STYLING SHOP
421 E. Santa Clara
LO MONACO’S JEWELERS
2904 Alum Rock Ave.
REAGAN STATIONERY
& PRINTING CO.
3739 Madeline Dr.
S&S MART ANNEX
2713 Union Ave.
BILL DEAN GOODYEAR
San Carlos & Third Street
SPARTAN HOUSE
San Carlos & Fourth Street
FOREIGN AUTO PARTS
1695 W. San Carlos
SHAKEY’S PIZZA PARLOR
580 Meridian

81--PPARTAN

vtsPsse-,se**,;-:,Arwaiewasery,so.00s.-met,
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:Clayton s Objective:
’Get to Wire First’

Clayton Wins in Track Upset
Ks HILL
Dab sports 1% rite.UnSJS’ nee. est p. r.
veiled at Spro-t.in
day.
His name is Kirk Ciayton and
he broke into the ranks of theworlds top sprinter., by beating
John Carlos. the h. Icier of the
current title of "The World’s
fastest human." in the 75-yard
dash at the Spartans’ annual interclass track meet.
.toe ot her
There’

abl.) performances in SJS’ warmup for the beginning of the out dour se.ison against Stanford on
February 28, although a windswept track curtailed some performances.
In beating Carlos, Clayton also
set a new meet record of 7.2,
breaking Roy Norton’s old standard of 7.3 set 11 years ago, in
1959. It was also probably one
tit the fastest times ever recorded
for the distance, but no wind
!Ole for the race

Bob Him! Volkswagen
1560 N. First, San Jose
286-8800
Courtesy Bus
Featuring Electronic Diagnostic Center
Service Dept. Hours: 7.30 A.M.-6 P.M. Monday thrs Friday
IRION8

Imams WO

PARTS DEPT. HOURS:
8 AM-5:30 PM Monday thru Friday
9 AM-1 PM Saturday

to determine the time’s legality.
Carlos was clocked in 7.3.
After an even start, Clayton
turned on a burst of speed midway through the race to win by
a yard and beat Carlos for the
first time. Earlier in the indoor
season, Clayton and Carlos met
in a 50 yard dash at the Toronto
Maple Leaf Games, with the win
going to Carlos easily. A couple
of weeks earlier Clayton had set
the world’s record in that es cut.
SMITH ABSENT
The id hr publicized entrants
dal not run. Ronnie
,fi
:.1N Smith a present member of
Iii,’
tan squad and co-world
at 100 meters, was in
i.e.s :mil 9.2 sprinter Billy Gaines
led to show up.
rh, it hi outstanding mark of
(he meet us as by a former SparLim
(Mower John Powell,
!mirth place Imisher in the NCAA
last year and an All-American
-election, unleashed a throw of
li(7-4 tor a new meet and track
record. It also improves his personal best of 195-0,
Second place finisher in the
event was Powell’s successor,

Gary O’Sullivan, a junior college
transfer from Compton. O’Sullivan let loose with a fine early
season throw of 168-6. He has a
lifetime best of 175-0.
The meet also produced two
double winners,
One was Jamaican Neville Myton, who should be one of the
better collegiate half milers in
the nation this season. In winning a tough double, the 1320
end 660. Myton came from behind twice with a strong finishing kick.
In the 1120 he let freshman
miler Buck Black set the pace
for two laps, then kicked and
finished with a :1:03.9, which wits
slowed due to the wind. In the
1160, Mytun overtook the Spartans
best quarter miler, Elmo Dees.
in the stretch and finished with a
(’ARTY DOUBLES
The other double winner was
hurdler George (’arty, who took
the 70 highs and the 330 intermediates. In the highs Carty
edged Sam Caruthers in a close
race, winning in 8.2, one-tenth off
his men meet record set last year.

FREE
INTRODUCTORY
SPEED
READING
LESSON
LEARN HOW YOU CAN READ FASTER WITH
EQUAL OR BETTER COMPREHENSION.
NEW LOCATION CLOSE TO CAMPUS
ACADEMY OF BUSINESS
This is a Special One Hour Introductory
Lesson.

330 S. 2nd Street
San Jose

You’ll learn the rate of your reading speed.

Intramurals
Fraternity league basketball
action got underway Tuesday
with league favorites Theta Chi
and ATO each scoring convincing
victories.
Practice for those entered in
the table tennis tournament is
scheduled for Friday at the College Union. The tourney will
probably begin on Tuesday, as it
was originally set to start on
Monday, a school holiday.
Theta Chi (Dave Gatos 28
points) won 67-45 over SAM.
(Jack Moyer 14) while ATO
(Paul Dempsey 30) topped the
century mark in its 106-18 win
over Purple Ghost.
Other frat league games saw
Sgima Nu No. 1 (John Moskal
161 win over SAE No. 1, 60-30,
while Pi Kappa Alpha won a
defensive struggle from DSP No.
1, 28-21.
In the only Independent A
League game,
the Enforcers
(Stan Bartlemie 18) defeated
Vicis (Jed Virts 13), 65-55.
Tonight’s fraternity schedule
pits ATO against Acacia, SAE
meet S.A.M.. DSP battles Purple
Ghost and Pi Kappa Alpha opposes Sigma Nu.

MARKS INSURED
Sam Caruthers went through
the motions to take the pole
vault with a 15-6. Vic Dias, 16-6
vaulter from Riverside JC, had
trouble and didn’t clear the opening height.
Richard Marks, 63-10 shot putter, hurt his hand on his first
throw and had to scratch, so the
event was won by Lachan Sam
Sam, an open competitor, with a
toss of 57-7. Marks will be lost
to the Spartans for a few days.
Darold Dent took the 1 ti
mile run, beating out Gary Hansen and Ralph Game; with a
6:47.8.
In the Spartan’s weakest event,
the high jump, Reggie Morris
went 6-4 to take the event on
fewer misses. Francois McGinty
took second with the same height.
Voted as the outstanding varsity competitor of the meet was
Clayton, with his win over Carlos,
and awarded the trophy for the
most points scored was Carty,
with 12.

The Lucubrators take on Gras
Menageri in the evening’s only
Independent A League game.
B League action tonight pits
Sunshine Boys No. 1 against the
Bouncers, Exedraches take on
Wolfpack and the Panthers battle Zoo No. 2.
Next deadline on the Intramural calendar is March 20 for
volleyball entries.

SJS Golfers Sink
SCU in Opener
SJS’ golf team opened its 1970
season with a 14% to 121/41 victory over University of Santa
Clara Tuesday at Spring Valley.
Steve Bohn took medalist honors with a four under par 68.
Other Spartan winners included
Kelley Moser (73) and Jim West
(77). John Adams (73) tied SCU’s
Paul Shinunin for Jerry Vroorn’s
linksters.
Next action for the Spartans
is Tuesday, Feb. 24, against University of California at Almada
Country Club.

WASHINGTON’S BIRTHDAY
HATCHET DAYS
4
,

SALE s

DAYS

SUITS
3288
4488
5488

SPORTCOATS
Hatchet Days Special

63.00 to 85.00
Hatchet Days

39.50 to 47.50
Hatchet Days

89.50 to 100.00
Wash. Birthday

49.50 to 55.50
Wash, Birthday

110.00 to 120.00
Hatchet Days

65.00 to 75.00
Hatchet Days

Dress Shirts

SATURDAY AT I000 A.M.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
CALL 293-7406
COLLECT OR DIRECT

Short Sleeve
Values to 8.95
Long Sleeve
Values to 9.95

,I=MM

MAIL TODAY TO:

333

233

388

Sport Shirts
Values to 9.95

288

PHONE

Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics Institute
2118 Milvia Street #206, Berkeley, Calif. 94704

988

533

13.95 to 17.95
Hatchet Days

6 88

24.95 to 27.50
Hatchet Days

1188

18.95 to 22.95
Hatchet Days

933

29.50 to 32.50
Hatchet Days

1488

other items too numerous to advertise at drastic reductions!

4 DAYS ONLY!
Fri.,
Sat.,
Sun.,
Mon.,

No Refunds

ZIP

SLACKS
18.95 to 22.95
Washington’s Birthday

All Sales Final
No Exchanges

STREET
CITY

Sport Shirts

10.95 to 12.95
Washington’s Birthday....

Many

NAME

19 88
24 88
31 88

Cotton Knits
Values to 7.95

SWEATERS

Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics Institute
2118 Milvia Street .206, Berkeley. Calif. 94704
Dept. SJS-219
2118 WM Street 2:206
Berkeley, Calif. 94704

H Please send descriptive letter.
H Please send registration form and schedules.
I understand I am under no obligation.

2118 Milvia Street 208
Berkeley, Calif. 94704

EVANS, EASILY
A surprise entry in the meet
was 1968 Olympic 400 meter Gold
Medalist and former Spartan Lee
Evans, who won uncontested in
the 352 in 37.9.
Evans also met Carlos in the
150 and finished second. Carla.;
tied the meet record of 14.3 set
by Ronnie Ray Smith last year.
Evans finished in 14.5.
One of the pleasent surprises
and promising events was the
javelin, even though the results
were disappointing. Mike Metz.
a JC transfer from Walla Walla
Community College, won the
event with a fine early season
throw of 221-1. But the big story
of the event was John Holladay.
who had two foul throws over
230 feet, including one at about
236. His best legal throw was
only 214-0, good for second.
With two strong javelin throwers, SJS will fill a gap that has
been a plague in the past.
Marion Anderson had a good
early season leap in the long
jump of 24-7, and hopes to increase his school record of 26-2
this season.

THURSDAY A FRIDAY AT 8:00 P.M.

You’ll actually participate in techniques that
will improva your reading speed and
comprehension.

Evelyn Wooc
Reading Dynamics
Institute

Nis mil) objective is getting to the- wire first. The records
u id come," says SJS sprinter Kirk Clayton.
(0)
If Clayton continues to get to the wire with the speed he
has been showing lately, there will be a lot of records to come
season.
Clayton, who set a world indoor record of 5.0 for 50 yards
last month, began his outdoor season in a big way yesterda)
with a surprising victory over John Carlos at 75 yards in the
Interclass meet at Spartan track. Clayton was tuned in 7.2,
breaking the meet record of 7.1 set by Ray Norton in 1959.
Although Clayton has not been in the spotlight as much as
Carlos. SJS coach Bud Winter thinks Clayton "will make believers out of a lot of people."
Despite a series of injuries in the spring of 1969, Clayton $
won two heats in the NCAA meet and ran on the American /
record -setting 440 relay team in the NCAA
For Clayton, there was not much of an off-season between
1969 and 1970. He started working out in September for this
season. "Ile’s a model athlete. He put in his investment and
now it’s pitying off," said Winter.
Although he prefers to run outdoors. Clayton thinks his
indoor running in the past six weeks has helped prepare him
for the outdoor seasyn. Kirk will travel to New York tomorrow
Itight to run in the U.S. Olympic Invitational meet. Clayton
will get a shot at the indoor world record of 5.4 in 50 meters
held by Billy Gaines.

Hatchet Days Special

You’ll discover various study methods and
procedures.

We want you to decide for yourself the value of becoming a
rapid reader through the use of the Evelyn Wood Reading
Techniques.
For the first time we are offering a special one -hour introductory
lesson to provide you with a glimpse of what it is like to be a
rapid reader. You’ll actually participate in the techniques that
will improve your reading and comprehension. You’ll find that
there’s no particular magic to becoming a speed reader.... the
real ingredient is mastering the proper techniques. Students,
educators, businessmen and housewives. over 500,000 of them
have mastered the Evelyn Wood method and the late President
Kennedy was sufficiently convinced of its value to invite Evelyn
Wood to the White House to train his staff The only investment
we think that’s a small
on your part is one hour of your time
price to pay for what could lead to financial profit and hours
upon hours of enjoyment. Decide for yourself at a Free Introductory Lesson at the Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics Institute.

JO LANE ’WALLACE
Daily Sports Writer

Carty had an easy time in the
intermediates, finishing in a slow
39.1, far ahead of JC transfer
Len Ga.skill, 39.6. Carty also
placed fourth in the 75 yard dash.

Bank Credit
Cards Welcome

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

20,
21,
22,
23,

9:30
9:30
10:00
8:00

a.m. ’til
a.m.’til
a.m. ’tit
a.m. ’til

9:00
6:00
5:00
9:00

NIGH

.-AT SATHER GATE
125 S. 4fil Street
292-7611

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
No Phone
Orders
No Holds
No Layaways

Grid Recruiting Underway
EDITOR’S NOTE: Thin k the
first of a series of articles on
SJS’ football recruiting progress. Toda3: offenshe hawks.
The initial foundation in the
rebuilding of SJS’ football program has been laid with the announcement recently of 21 new
faces who will appear in Spartan
football uniforms this spring.
Coach Joe McMullen and his
staff, engaged in an extensive
talent hunt since the close of
football season last fall, completed their first phase of recruiting with 11 linemen, five linebackers and five backs from California junior colleges.
"We are unsatisfied but not
dissatisfied" was how Papa Joe
summarized the initial crop of
talent. "We hoped for larger
backs, but found the wars of
recruiting tough."
However, SJS is far from crying the blues as at least another
dozen enrollees are coming in the
fall plus a crop of outstanding
freshmen from the high schools
Top offensive candidates include sprinter Clint Dills, 9.6

century man from Cabrillo Jr.’.
in Amos who stands 5-11, 185.
Others trying out for the offensive backfield are Gary Honkanen, a versatile 6-1. 195-pound
performer from Grossmont J.C.:
Pete Villanueva, 5-8, 165 from
San Jose City College, and Dan
Johnson, 6-2. 205-pound receiver
from South Western J.C. in Imperial Beach.
Dyke Johnson, twice an all leaguer at De Anza College, will
try out for split end or defensive
back. Bill Gieck, 6-0, 190 from
Sierra College will play either

defensive back or outside linebacker.
Top candidates up from the
freshman squad are Jimmy Lassiter, considered a strong candidate for a starting spot, who
ptmsesses good speed; Dale Knott
16-0. 200) who played fullback
last season: Joe hicks I 5-10, 190i
also a starter from the frosh
backfield; Leon Beauchman 6-6,
210. currently playing for Stan
Morrison’s frosh basketballers,
and Gary Tomasso, 5-11, 180. who
was considered one of Northern
California’s top quarterbacks as
a senior.

SJS Grapplers Tie;
Face Hayward Friday
Stanford’s wrestling squad
picked up two late decisions to
come from behind and tie SJS’
grapplers, 15-15, Tuesday night
in a match held at Stanford.
Spartin mentor Bill Stnith was

Ken’s Corner
By KEN LUTHY
Daily Sports Editor

Believe it or not, it’s spring!
Not the season, but the sports’ spring, when all sorts of
athletic activities are underway in and around the SJS campus. For me, the time has come none too soon. Losing gets
a bit tiresome for all concerned and SJS fall sports teams
had their problems, to understate the obvious.
Some of it was to be expected.
No one really counted on the SJS footballers to do any
better than 2-8, in fact, the Spartans, in Joe McMullen’s
initial campaign, acomplished a remarkable job by winning
two contests from a murderous schedule.
After a National Collegiate Athletic Associat’
title in
1968, Lee Walton’s water poloists had their problems in
duplicating that feat, and finished with a 9-8 overall mark
and third-place finish in the Pacific Coast Athletic Association championships. SJS cross-countrymen could manage only
a fourth in PCAA playoffs.
Julie Menendez’ soccer team provided the only successful fall record. The Spartan Looters finished with their
second straight 13-2 mark and took the West Coast Intercollegiate Soccer Conference crown for the third consecutive
year. Only. a loss to U.S.F. in the. western regional playoff
prevented the Spartans from really being the host to December’s NCAA championships in Spartan Stadium.
But as the hooters were finishing up, along came baskethall season. The metamorphasis from a 16-8 to a potential 321 season is shocking, especially when you consider that one
year ago this Saturday, SJS upset nationally ranked Santa
Clara.
But spring will hopefully save the Spartan campus from a
gigantic losing complex.
The Spartan track team, defending NCAA ham
,
won’t have the opportunity to duplicate its title hut still
ranks as one of the top contingents around thanks to names
such as Kirk Clayton, Ronnie Ray Smith, Sam Caruthers,
Myton, George Carty, etc., etc.
And the SJS baseball squad has the potential to be the
best in years with Gene Menges now pulling the strings.
The Spartans have good pitching, a crop of potential jaycee
stars and last season’s most valuable player in the WCAC in
Tom Corder at shortstop. SJS took its season opener Monday
his blanking Cal Poly, 4-0.
Jerry Vroom’s golfers took their initial outing Tuesday
and also have a promising season to look ahead to.
Si, perhaps spring, unlike fall, will see more smiling faces
around the Spartan athletic offices and locker rooms. There
can’t he fewer.

well pleased with his team’s performance as only one week earlier
the Indians had defeated SJS,
22-16.
It was a strange match in that
no pins were recorded. SJS now
owns a 4-4-1 record for the current season in building up toward the Pacific Coast Athletic
Association Championship Tournament, which will be held at SJS,
March 7,
The Spartans have a young
team this year, with six freshmen
seeing regular action - - Harold
Yee, Tim Owens, Dave Smith,
Tim Kerr, John Jacobo and Ray
Mendiola.
SJS has three road matches
before coming home for the
league championships. The next
wrestling meet will be Friday at
Cal State Hayward. "Stanford
won easily over Hayward, so I
feel strongly we’ll come up with
a victory Friday," mentioned
Smith.
At Stanford, senior Paul Hatling 11771 scored his ninth consecutive win by decisioning the
Indian’s Roy Williams and giving
the Spartans a brief 15-9 lead.
Walt Thatcher 11671, defending
P.C.A.A. champion, picked up his
sixth win against two setbacks
on the current season by decisioning Jerry Ross.
Other wins for SJS Tuesday
were scored by Owens (126),
Terry Kerr (142), and Arno Domingues (150).
After Friday’s match with Hayward, the Spartans travel to
Fresno to meet Fresno State,
Feb. 24 and then battle rugged
UC Berkeley, Feb. 27 in their
last test prior to the conference
tourney.

HAWAII

SUMMER SESSION WITH

Swim Squad
Faces Tough
Competition

EUROPE
One Way

CHARTER JET
FLIGHTS
to
From G e
San Francisco
August 4, 8, and 15
From San Francisco to
August 26
Frankfurt
Stockholm August 30
Paris September 7

SJS’ swimming and diving team
will have all it can handle Saturday when the Spartan watetmen
emerge from a three-week layoff to challenge powerhouse Long
A limited number of
SPARTAN DAILY-7
Beach State as part of a triangu- Thursday, February 19, 1970
spikes ore cirailablia to
lar meet at the Santa Clara Infaculty, staff, ’talents of
ternational Swim Center.
The California State Collegial
University of the Pacific will
Fare: S225 one way
also compete in the affair, schedFor information:
uled to get underway at 2 p.m.
Office of International Programs
With first-year coach Bill Jay
1600 Holloway A
directing, the Spartans have
San Francisco, California 94132
CtraCh YOSII
lit11111fIt’erand heavyweight Rod Stanfill,
posted a surprising 5-4 dual meet
(415) 469-1044
SJS’ Tuesday match with Stanholders of eight conmark with a team lacking In ing iudokas,
ford
was
cancelled
secutive National Collegiate Athquantity but determined in
....or...-socoaccesacceeeesocceoCidelar
letic Association (NCAA) chamquality.
Asian American Recreation Club, Inc.
But the awesome Forty-Nin- pionships, travel to the Northwest I
sf IIMER .I E1’ CHARTERS
the
Saturday
to
participate
in
ers, one of the top three teams In
the nation, will get the majority Pacific Northwest Amateur AthIt,
letic Union Invitational tourney in
of attention, and probably places Seattle.
ASIAN CITIES
OTHER
HONG
KONG
&
Saturday. Long Beach has three
The Spartans, who lost only
8187
3-MONTH FLIGHT
1407
world-class performers in Hans standout Keith Pickard from last
ONE-WAY
2-M0NTII FLIGIIT
who
have
"more
year’s
squad
and
Fasnocht, world record holder in
CHARTFIR
To TAIPEI &
1 -MONTH FLIGHT
the 1500 meter freestyle, Jose depth this year than we’ve ever
To JAPAN
HONG KONG
had," according to Uchida, will
Fielo, Pan-American record hold- take an 11 -man contingent of
CONNECTING FLIGHTS TO SINGAPORE, MANILA,
BANGKOK, SEOUL AND CALCUTTA
er in the 100 and 200 meter black belts, including some four
breaststroke, and Mitch Ivey, who former products of the Seattle
FOR INFORMATION, WRITE OR CALL:
placed second in the 100 and 200 region to compete against teams
Stanley Lo, Flight Chairman
meter backstroke races at the from Canada. Oregon and WashP.O. Box 2549, Stanford, Calif. 94305
1968 Olympics in Mexico City.
ington schools.
Phone (415) 325-9015
Those competing will be RodSpartan top performers to date
have been Mike Monsees in the ney Parr 1139), Gary Martin,
NAME:
50 and 100 freestyle, Greg Hind Bill Gouin, Mass Sato and Hisain the 1,000 freestyle and the 200 shi Takagachi (154), Luis GonAMIENS:
butterfly, Tom Ehrhorn in the zalez, John Kimura and Mack
200 free and divers Jim Self and Kusumoto (176), captain Doug
ZIP.
Don Beckman.
Graham and John Reed (2051

Judokas Head North
For AAU Invitational

If you don’t like the way people talk to each other,
we’ll pay you to change it.

47
DAY’

’598
Plus 514
Tao

HOWARD TOURS
ORIGINAL STUDY TOUR in the PACIFIC
Earn college credits while enjoying
summer in beautiful Hawaii with the
nationally famous Howard Tours. 22nd
annual year. Enroll at University of
Hawaii Manoa Campus or in the San
Francisco State College classes at
Waikiki where you choose pass/fail or
alphabetical grades. With us you "live"
in Hawaii, not just see ityou personally enjoy the very best of Island fun,
not Just read about it. Price includes
jet roundtrip froin West Coast, Waikiki
hotel -apartment with daily maid service, and most diversified schedule of
dinners, parties, shows, sightseeing,
cruises, beach activities, cultural
events, etc.
APPLY: HOWARD TOURS, INC.; 522
Crane Orel Oakland, California 14510

CHICKEN SNACK
(two pieces and order of fries)

AND 15 DRINK
(Coke, Orange, or Root Beer)

Regular 81.00 Value

79c

We’re in the communications business.
And during the next 30 years we’re going to upgrade all the equipment we now have in order to provide even better service to our 6 million
existing customers.
As if that weren’t enough we’re also going to have to come up with
enough new equipment to provide telephone service to about 26 million
more people. As well as equipment for a much more extensive data communications program.
We need enough people (electrical, civil, mechanical and industrial
engineers, designers, accountants and economists) to plan, design, build
and operate a company that will be four times bigger than we are today.
We also need engineers, researchers and scientists to develop electronic
switching equipment, laser and other communications systems we’ll be
using 10,25 and 50 years from now.
But this is only one part of our communications business.
Our Sylvania people, for example, are involved in other types of
communications. Like color television sets, satellite tracking stations
and educational television systems.
Automatic Electric, Lenkurt, Ultronic Systems and someof our other
companies, subsidiaries and divisions are working on advanced types of
integrated circuitry, electro-opticals and communications systems between people and computers and between computers and computers.
So if you think you have something to say about the way people talk
to each other.... we’re ready to listen.

General Telephone & Electronics
eppo u

^IP
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Ecoiogicai Discussion

Spartaguide
TODAY
School of Business, 11:30 a.m.,
Cafeteria A and It Executive student achievement banquet committee meeting to plan banquet.
Sigma Mu Tau. 1:30 p.m.. S210, Introductory meeting to all
interested in medical technology
and microbiology.
Ken& Club. 4 to 7 p.m.. Women’s Gym 279.
Japanese and American Student’s Organization biAs01, 5
p.m. Ed. 240. Japan Night to be
discussed,
Spartan (Mucci, 6:30 p.m., JC
137
Sigma Delta Chi (SDX), 6:30
p.m., Spartan Daily mailman.
Deadline dinner to be planned.
Chi Sigma Epsilon, 7 p.m., Engineering 346A. First meeting to
plan spring semester activities.
Experimental Colime: Principles of Humanity. 7 to 9 p.m.. Ed.
U40. Course deals with people,
their diversity and how to better
individuals and society. A chance
to make new friends. Everyone
welcome.
Hawaiian Club, 7 p.m.. Ed. 239.
Spring elections to be held.
Young Democrats. 7 p.m., Student government office Spring
elections and guest speaker.
School of kitildllem., 7 p.m., CH
161. Attracting more minority
students into business is topic of
discussion.
Beta Alpha Pei, 7:30 p.m..
Blum’s Restaurant at Town &
Country Village. Social hour at
6:30 p.m. T. M. Callahan to speak
on "The accounting profession
and the rewards of being a certified public accountant."
Financial Management Association, 7:30 p.m. Zorba’s Restaurant, 1350 S. Bascom Ave. Stockbroker Rich Love to speak on
"Trends in investing."
Co - Race Dance. Old Man
Thompson. 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. Women’s Gym.

budItute of Electrical and Meetriune Engineers, Inc. (IEEE). 8
pm.. CH 356. Engineer William
Schaumberg to speak on application of transducers for commercial and space communications.
Panhellenic. 7:30 p.m., Home
Ec. 1.
TODAY AND TOMORROW
Intention to Pre.-reg. Ed, 104A
143A for fall 1970, 3:30 p.m., Ed.
100. All elementary education
majors must attend this meeting.
TOMORROW
Black EOP, 8 am. to 5 p.m.,
Morris Dailey. Black history
week to be planned.
Iranian Students’ Association,
1:-1:1). 1 to 5 p.m., JC 136.
Starska.1 Faire (’Sr Burial, 1 to
4 ism . Spartan Cafeteria Lawn.
The Wake, C.U. Ballroom, 4
p.m. to 1 am. Post-burial dance.
Friday FUeks, 7 and 10 p.m..
Morris Dailey. "Prudence and the
Pill." Admission 50 cents.
Survival nitre Concert, 7 p.m.
to 12 a.m. Men’s Gym.
Barn Dance, 10 p.m. to 1 a.m.,
Women’s Gym.
ENDING TOMORROW
Orientation Tours of the Library, 10:30 a.m., 1:30 and 2:30
p.m., Library central, first floor.
Forty -minute tours to orient new
and returning students.
SATI’IMAT
Conummications - In - Residence, A Day in the Mountains.
Camp Harmon, Santa Cruz moon thins. For sign-up and information, see Seventh Street booth.
Car pool leaves from Women’s
Gym at 7:30 a.m.
Co-ree activities. Women’s Gym
area. 12:30 to 4:30 p.m. Swimming, volleyball, ping-pong, bad multi In.
SUNDAY
Spartan Tr -C, 9:45 a.m. and
5:45 p.m., Third and San Antonio streets. "The seven last
things" in the morning and
"Christian evolution?" in the aft-

CI R Sponsors ’Friendship’
Activities at C amp Harmon

SJS faculty members will meet
today at 3 p.m. in S’253 with Dr.
Allen C. Nattier. secretary of the
ernoon. All students welcome to
Scientist’s Institute for Public
attend. Refreshments.
Information.
They will discuss their organiTU ESDA
zation and the possibility of
German ( lob, 2 p.m.. JC 221.
forming a local committee for
Slide presentation "Pictures aenvironmental information. The
round the world" in English. Relocal committees are needed to
freshments following.
- - -Alpha Phi Omega, 7:30 p.m.,
Garden City Hofbrau. Rush dinner.
American Mete
logical Society (ANIS), 7 p.m. DTI 615.
R. D. Bornstein to speak on "The
urban heat island." Refreshments
following
Public Relations Student Society of America (PRSSA), 6:30
Sweaters & Cashmere Coats
p.m., 47 Lester Aso.. Apt. 11, San
Our Specialty
Jose. All stutents welcome to
400 E. SANTA CLARA
join. PRSSA will attempt to re293-4900
late PR to social issues of today

135

PERSONNEL SPECIALIST ,
dated active. no,:
i
Personne’ and
1,,..
,
age, 81.50. J. Reqes, 654.8 2461E. Sr.,
J.:- ,
N.Y. 11426

Bank Examining
Correctional and Vocational
Rehabilitation
Economic and Social
Research
Food and Drug
Regulation

COMPETENT MECHANICS

.1131

’l 1: \

SILVA TEXACO
296-8968
(NEXT TO CLOSED SHELL)
Serving

"Work

Scientific Programming
Social Work
Transportation
Regulation

The State of California has

an

ANNOUNCEMENT
for you at your placement office.
ASK FOR YOUR COPY OF THE
SSEE BROCHURE TODAY.
FILE APPLICATION BEFORE
FEBRUARY 20, 1970.

yrs.

JOIN

THE STUDENT

INVASION

A.,dble A .
- 967-1603 or 7342’’
-_,.-S-nts only,
_
INSIDE SALES .
sJlary. Start today. FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED so, share
. Work until summer. AD..
State 2 bedroom 2 .
/ ,3 5’ , in I pin, 210 S. 1st St. Rm.
z--1- 2, 727’

OF

you

re info, call C.. r

J

C

PRUDENCE AND THE PILL Friday Feb.
WIFE needs mother’s 20 1.,
.
4. 10:00 P.M. 50.:
ns. Light housework and
-hick as house
necessary. References. FREE RM & BOARD
per 4’ r ’or handi-cap man..
:bort, 298-2308.
ART STUDENTS - EARN $85. We need
- , I ’eon’ to make approx. LGE. STUDIO APT., Porn, $75/mo. Two
293-2212 dur. week. girls O.K. Util, Pd. 429 S. 13th. 2959691. Also studio in back $45/mo.
PART TIME COUNTER GIRL needed
211. See Manager. Mon thru MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED: U.D. to
’0 p.m. to 3 p.m. Jim’s Broiler. share 2 bdrm, townhouse at Royal Lanai
Apts. Pool, Sauna, $80,/mo. Call 251Srory Rd, Phone: 259-3114.
LOST AND FOUND 161
4022.
SALES - College students part or full
ting tax return data. We TWO FEMALE ROOMMATES to share
lrg, duplex - fireplace, AEK, $50, 557 HELP! LOST WEDDING RING. Unique
DATT 739-7406.
hand -made. Lost in Student Union during
So. 11th, Call 287-5812.
GIRL
nse - for painting classes,
finals. If found call 379-1271.
ok bones. size I I or over, MALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share
one bedroom furn. apt. Next to SJS WILL PAY $5 to find SJS Library Book,
BR ACKENBUR Y, "THE NEAREST
available March 1, Call 297-0296,
COOK NEEDED: F;ve nights a week for
GUARD." Call 325.3493,
HOOVER CONTRACT FOR SALE.
Cheap at half the price! See or leave
LOFT
for busboy (18-21 note for Beth Perlmutter Rm, 126.
n during day. 95)
.
GIRL te share 2 bdrm. apt. with pool
cse San Jose,
Love
or orad. student. Call 286.0870 HAPPY
_ BIRTHDAY GEORGE
DOMESTIC HELP WANTED - Coed senior
or 298-1462.
,
and room.
THE well-being of mankind, its peace
. :
s helper I:ght hcLsework. Must FEMALE ROOM1E needed to share 2 and iecurity, are unattainable unless and
- ... r sr. 265-8291.
bdrrn. 2 bath apartment. 333 N. 5th, until its unity is firmly established . . .
#2. Prefer senior or grad, must be neat. Soon will the present day Order be
GIRL STUDENT for sitter, light hskp.
550 per mo. Call 298-7642.
rolled up, and a new one spread out
F F
MO to 5:00 p.m. Week.
522.03 per wee/i. Mr. MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to shire ’n its stead." Bahaiu’llah
apt, with one other. Uoper Division
dent pref. $80/mo. 429 5, 9th Sr.
SERVICES 181
ROOMMATE WANTED. Male, for 2
HOUSING 151
bedroom townhouse. Pool, pool table
STUDENT
TYPING
in my home. Fast, Acard patio. $85.00. Call Chuck 3603
- tie. Minor Editing. Mrs. Baxter, Phone
Greenlee Dr. No, 3, 296-3617.
2 FEMALE ROOMMATES needed
to
2,4-6581.
>hare 1 bdrm. apt. $50/mo. 357 E. San ONE GIRL NEEDED to share 2 bdrrn.
house with 3 others. $42.50/mo. 287- EXPERT TYPING SERVICE E. Son Jose
Fernando #1, Call Kathy, 286-5673,
:258-4335 143 Bahama Way.
3929.
I WANT to share an apt. starting Feb.
I. 1970. Near campus, prefer own bed- DESPERATE! Need 3 male roommates to OUTSTANDING TYPING - Electric.
room. Write or call Bob Kotch, 7303 st t- 2 ocIrm. apt. 1 block from school, 1 Term papers, reports, manuscripts. V.
243 2461 Eie,pne 9:10,
Barker, 294-0076 Weekdays only SA.
Kraft Ave., North Hollywood, Calif. $45
12131 765-8778,
2 FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED to
share 2 bdrm, furnished apartment with
2 others. 726 S. 10th St. #5, $37.50/n10.
Call 294-1635.
PROFESSOR’S

WANTED TO

BUY:

L e, ...,;3ht stu-

P".RUDENCE AND THE PILL .
EUROPE CHARTER FLIGHTS.
i
247 Ro.2179.

i

E

RENT A TV OR STEREO OR TAPE
RECORDER: Free Service. No centreart.
Free Delivery in S.J. Call Esche’s 251
2598.
EXPERT Licensed Care 0-6 Yrs, For SJS
Students. Off Senter Rd. Full or Pert
T:me Day & Eve. 298.2955.
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED: Own DAY CARE preschool, playroom, yard,
rep,
turn. apt. $70/mo. Contact natural foods. 298-3894 or 286-1994.
Mike
So. 7th #3 298-4649.
BABYSITTING in my home part or full
HI -RISE CONTRACT FOR SALE: Call time. 3 blocks from campus. Cell Dani3481 room I109B.
elle 297-5927,
4 GIRLS IN LARGE HOUSE need 1 EMBLEMS: Embroidered club emblems
,nrnate. Call 297-0803,
made to order. Satin & Chain stitch
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share Swiss Loom, Halstrom’s Emblems, 1464
Lthers. Near campus. Hillsdale, 264-2560.
ap..
198.464-4.
PARKING, 2 blocks from library. 38/
2 RM.-APT. fain. all Oil.. &d but at. ma. or 5 mos. $35. 117 N. 566 293-4275.
-ve. S.C. couple only $90 248-2360
FOUND THAT SPECIAL someone yet?
Distinctive wedding invitations by Robert
ROOM AND BOARD for men and Hall. 440 W. Taylor, S.J. 298-2308.
women $100 per month. Why pay more?
Heated pool, spacious lounge. Color TV, AUTO INSURANCE - Annual Liabilits
study rooms, open year around. Venture Rates - Married or Single Age 24 end
up $93. Married age 19 to 23 $147. Kr.
1, 525 So. 9th 287-4885,
Toll 241-3900.
MALE NEEDS APT. Grad student we:
‘c. stare apt, starting March I, Prefer
I or 2 bdrm. Furn. Call Bruce 6-11 p.m.
289.8818.
NEED 2 UPPER DIVISION female roommates to share house. 2 blocks from
campus. $60.00 each. Phone 286-9366.

a ,.
F ,..
..,a1. 722 - ...

NONPROFIT FLYING CLU
students
craft, iow membership tees & my
’Inc Cert, flight instructors

I
’

EMPI, 8.SPOKE MAGS, fit 68-70 VW,
il, new. L ,t 5170 no Sell $100.00. Cell
298-3738 ask for Greg.
’43 PLYMOUTH blk, auto. trans., 4
doors, heater. good condition. Call 2658291.

’59 VW BUS-CAMPER. Rebuilt engine.
$700. Call 294.7429 after 6:00 p.m,

1111=11111111111

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share
house at $37.50 a month. 2 blocks from
school. 293-5627. Sue or Dixie.
MALE NEEDS APT. starting A.S.A.P.
W .11ro to share. Near campus, prefer
own bedroom. See or Call Bob Kotch,
680 S. 8th St. #5 293-7337,
COZY HOUSE close to campus needs
one female roommate. Own room. 538
S. 8th St., San Jose,
470 APARTMENT needs Female Room mutes Immediately. Phone 287-3606,
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to
share 1 bedroom apt. $65/mo. Call after
5 p.m. 287-8058.
HIGH RISE CONTRACT for sale. Interested? Leave a note for Ron Scott
19058) or contact me at 742 S. 9th
Apt, 5,

’67 FIREBIRD "51-0" 326.V.8. 300 H.P. MALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share
speed. Exc, shape and running cond. 2 bd.. fore, apt. with myself. Pool. 21/2
blocks to campus. $57.50/mo, pref. nonCall Ker. at 777.0210,
smoker, working grad student. Call 2877665 between 5-630, Sat. 9-10:30.
FOR SALE (3)
MALE STUDENT needed to share I bdr.
sot- $55/mo. Near campus. T.V. Stereo.
WATSON’S AMERICAN INDIAN ART 439 So. 4th #19. 297-4527.
Groovy baskets ruqs, pottery, iewelry.
paintings. African/Indian beads, NW ROOM & KITCHEN PRIV. Good locaCoast items & heavy incense. Come tion TV, Laundry $55.00/mo. 287-5005.
every day except Mon. 12-5, Opera ROOM & BOARD WOMEN - good loHouse Antiques, 140 W. Main, L.. Gatos cation. Color TV, laundry. $105/mo.
Dig,
287-5005.
NEW HEAD 360’s. 1970 Model, 1 Mo. FEMALE NON-SMOKER WANTED to
Old Used Twice. W/O Bindings. See to share 2 bdr, house on S. 8th. Separate
appreciate. $120 Phone Barry 298-0497,
bdrm. Call 293-0881, or 293-1659.
KENWOOD KW-SSA Receiver/Amp and
two Pioneer Speakers in beautiful we1
CLASSIFIED RATES
nut cabinets. Call 297.4428,
Minimum
10 SPEED MEN’S SCHWINN RACER.
Three lines One day Two days Three days Four days
Best offer, Call 246-0364 after 530 p.m.
One day
TAPE DECK and Magnavox Portable
3 lines
1.50
2.00
2.25
2.40
AM/FM radio $40.00 each. Call Carlos
287-1381,
4 lines
2.00
2.50
2.75
2.90
NORTHLAND SS 20 SKIS, used or’.’
195cm. COMPLETELY REFINISH(
bases, edoes. tips. $35.00 with Solon,.
stepins $75.00 without. Cell John 86 ’
4032 or stop at 578 So. Ilth,
G.E. PORTABLE Stereo Phonograph.
Good condition. One year old. Paid
$125 asking $60. Call 287-1381.
WANTED ACOUSTICAL GUITAR: Will
trade $210 Gerrard stereo Rec/Ply or
$300 Nikkores 35rnm f/I.4 Cell 265-I

3710.

5 lines
6 lines

2.50
3.00

each addl
Hon& line

.50

INTERESTED IN FLYING TO SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS during Semester Break?
Round Trip in Cessna 4-seater, $110.
CONTACT PATT. 295-2013,
PRETTY YOUNG THING needs ride
daily from Palo Alto. Call Patrice 325.5986.
RIDERS WANTED, MWF, 8:30 to 3:30 or
later from Livermore to San Jose. Cell
443-4827.
HEED RIDE from Redwood Estates ere’
M. T, W, - 10:30. Th 7:30. Will help
with gas and air pollution. 353-2267.

To Place
an ad:
Come to:
Classified Adv.
Office -J206

Send in handy order blank
Enclose cash or check.
Make check out to Spartan
Daily Classifieds.
Phone 294-6414, Ext. 2465

No refunds on cancelled ads. Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 3.3 letters and spaces tot each line)
Rye days

3.00- 3.25
3.50 -3.75

-3.40
3.90

2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00

.50

.50

.50

.50

TRANSPORTATION 191

TUES.-THURS.
9:00-4:00

Add this

amount for

EXQUISITE TYPING, Miss Belly A.
Carey, 293-4700, 50c a page, NO
DITTOS.
YOUR PERFECT MATCH! $2 Campus
Dating Service 296-3533.

MON.-WED.-FRI.
9:30-3:30

4

Property Acquisition and
Management

State Students for 35

of Art"

10 8DRm. ROOMING HOUSE -

HEATHERLEE Agencies now hiring pert’
..,
lloysitters and house.
.

’67 DATSUN 1600, Hrd, Top, Meg
Wheels, Exc. Cond. $1450 or offer. Call
n 289-8690.

Insurance

11.411010.1

78 SO. 4th, SAN JOSE

One Day Service

HELP WAKED 141

(4(5)

General and Narcotic
Investigation

LUBE

BRAKE

FOREIGN CAR SERVICE

WITH ASB CARD

YOGA & MEDITATION.-Tue: F.

$275

Auditing

\

FINE CLASSICAL GUITAR AND CASE. 3 MALE ROOMMATES t d 4th for
5257 3461. to, 621 or
’,sr, behind Saratoga.
se 4921
’ .:mplete use of house.
0...
Paid. Call 867-4520.
GRETCH ASTRO JET SOLID BODY. 115.:
orn model. $251. , ONE BEDROOM Apt, For Rent. For.U
e to Campus. C.’

ANNOUNCEMENTS ill

k,,.,,isin

Ill

ANTIFREEZE
7UNE.UP

Spartan Daily Classifieds

1

CAREERS FOR
COLLEGE GRADUATES

WINTERIZE YOUR CAR AT SILVA’S

=Ea

Art Cleaners
io% DISCOUNT

, ’ BERNI- needs a home. Year-. 7 Ger.
nan Sheperd must be g:ve- :- .
ierving f6,- Fine Ni ’A Day in the
lins- is
Pat 1 ’ipanting students will ,,,,,
being sponsored this
..ttolay I.y
. orl the thy at Camp Harmon
the SJS C’ommunaso , :
in Re-:s
:he Santa Cruz Mountains.
AUTOIBOTIVE:122
dence club I CM , .
, prosra.n vii begin at 9 i: sr)
..eatrorse2ass,
-1 run :,ntil 9 p.m.
LAND CRUISER
TOYOTA
’65
).1
Informa’ discussions, "non-ver- mech.
low
%
cal encoumors." and en:wit Is k brakes. Sit E.:" Jeff 2.
.-Tancing arts smtbs the planned ’61 ALFA ROMEO SPIDER VELOCE often
-let
ivities.
JET CHARTER FLIGHTS
good cond. $750 arc’’"’. 2St
Register:C:41 slips for the event 6:00.
OAKLAND TO LONDON
’’’ill be available at the CIF.. t ’63 FALCON Mod. 6 cyl., Stick, New
Tires. Gen., Start, Req., Monroe Overk,, \ ,ntri STreet booth untS 40 loads, Air Lifts. $500. 259-0824.
on Friday. The $1.53 resis’63 MG 1100 SEDAN: Rebuilt engine,
ONE WAY
fee includes coffee and new trans., radial tires. Great commute
k_.,,Itts as well as dinner.
& fun car. 30 mpg. $600. 245-6567.
OAKLAND TO
, ir pools will be formed for
LONDON/AMSTERDAM
’64 M.G. 1100 Sedan. Recent paint and
1,..-e W110 cannot provide tilPil’ overhaul. In excellent condition. Asking
tli
t cc, fl L...O:portation, departin; At 8550. Call 287-0631.
%
7 a.m. Saturday from in front of 1963 DODGE 330 New tires, battery,
the women’s gym.
mufflers. $600 or best offer. Call 287ROUND TRIP
kt
1381.
For complete flight schedule kExplaining how the idea for the
trop came about, Linda Haga- VW REPAIR, New. Rebuilt or Used
phone
Parts, Save $ on Labor & Parts. I will
man, secretary of C1R said yes392-8513
buy your E.- - down VW. Call
terday, "It was born with the Herbe,t P2 0, I ir, SJ, 292-3768,
OR WRITE
thought that there isn’t enough
kt
PRUDENCE AND THE PILL Friday Feb.
CHAS:Elt FLIGHTS
chance for people on campus to 20 k
,
a, 10:00 P.M. 50c
995 MARKET ST.
get
know
together
to
and
get
SAN FRANCISCO, CA. 94103
’62 MG MIDGET New: int., pont., tires,
1
each other."
Mail in. 1910 charter flight schedwe
too
Call 321-6835
k
Miss Hagaman added that the between 5 & e
NAME
trips,
which were first held two TOYOTA CARS
s years and models
STREET
Call Toyota
years ago, have been highly re- at faras - .
CITY & ZIP
Sales R., .
Bill Suzuki, Days
\sal:dins to past participants
744 70
u.121._ 2939553.

Europe -19Th

SKI TRIP AHEAD?

alleviate the demand for reliable
technical information on environmental problems.
The responsibilities of !oval
committees are threefold: educating the public through a speaker’s bureau; providing information to legislative and administrative bodies; and investigating and
disclosing unrealized problems

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
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